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CINCIO-QTJININE.
Cj CHO-QUININE, which was placed in the hands of physicians in 1869, has been tested in ail parts of the country,

and the testimony in its favor is decided and unequivocal. It contains the important constituents of Peruvian Bark,
4p Qtu inidia, Cinchonia and Cinohonidia, in their alkaloidal condition, and no external agents.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, Jan. 22, 1875.
have .tested CiNCo-QUININE, and have found it to contain quinine, quinidine, cinchonine, and cinchonidine."

F. A. GENTH, Prof. of Chemistry and Mineralogy.
te LABOIATOY OF THH UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, February 1, 1875.

1  hereby certify that I have made a chemical examination of the contents of a bottle of CINCHo-QUININE, and by direc-
bid nade a qualitative examination for quinine, quinidine, and cinchonine, and hereby certify that I found these alka-

su CINCHO-QUININE." C. GILBERT WHEELER, Professor of Chemistry.
4« have made a careful analysis of the contents of a bottle of your CINCHo-QUININE, and find it to contain quinine,

ine, cinchonine, and cinchonidine.' S. P. SHARPLES, State Assayer of Mass.
lt

o other form are contained the important alka- Gents: It may be of some satisfaction to you to
%.Princip les of Bark, so as to be accessible to know that I have used the alkaloid for two years or

cal gentlemen. nearly, in my practice, and I have found it reliable
' it is found Quinidia, which is believed to be a and all I think that you claim for it. For cbidren

ter anti-periodic than Quinine ; and the alkaloids and those of irritable stomachs, as well as those too
gin association, unquestionably produce favor- easily guininized by the Sulphate, the Cincho acts

tàe rernedial influences which can be obtained from like a charm, and we can hardly sce how we did with-
one alone, out i so long. I hope the supply will continue.
! addition to its superior efficacy as a tonic and Yours, with due egard,Periodic, it bas the following advantages which J. R. TAYLOr, Kosse,'exas.

ttly increase its value to physicians :- have used your CINcHO-QUININE exclusively for

p
t
. Itexerts the full therapeutic influence of Sul- four years in this malarial region.

te Of Quinine, in the same doses, without oppress- It is as active an anti-periodic as the Sulphate, and

Quinime, cin auses, to ppr n "ore agreeable to administer. It gives great satisfac-

distress, as the Sulphate of Quinine fre D. H. CHASE, M.D., Loisville, Ky
itOrbad s, and it produces much less constitutional I have used the CINCHO-QUININE ever since its
2 It hp's the great advantage of being nearly introduction, and am so well satisfied with its resuits

ess. The bitter is very slight, and not un- that I ise it in all cases in which 1 formerly used the
i t t the malt sensitive or delicate woman or uilphate, and in intermittents it can be given during

the paroxysm of fever with perfect safety, and thus
It is less costly; the price will fluctuate with the

and fall of barks; but will always be much ie.s E. ScHENCK, M.D., PekiB, I1l,
the Sulphate of Quinine. I am using CINCHO-QUININE, and fnd it to act as

11h. It 'aeets indications not met by that Salt. reliably and efficiently as the Sulphate.

Middleburg, Pa.,
April 13, 18 7 5 .

t enren. I cannot refrain from givjng you my

ny regarding CINCHo-QUININE.
i c Practice of twenty years, eight of whicb were
lit oFitction with a drug store. I have osed Quinine
Doch cases as are generally recommended by tbe

Oion. In the last four or five years I have used
.requently your CINcHO-QUININE in place of
'ne, and I ave never been disappointed in my
tations.

In the case of children, I employ it almost exclu-
sively, and deem its action upon them more beneficial
than that of the time-honored Sulphate.

W. C. SCHULTZE, M.D.,
Marengo, Iowa

CINCHO-QUININE in my practice has given the bes
ofresuits, being in my estimation tar superior to Sul-
phate of Quinine, and bas many advantages over the
Sulphate. G. INOALLS, M.D.

Northampton, Ma2s
. our CINcHO-QUININE i nave used with narked

success. I prefer it in every way to the Sulphate.
JNo. Y. SHINDEL, MD. D. MACKAY, M-) , Dallas, Texas

Wili send a sample package, for trial, containing fifty grains of CINCoO-QUININE, an receipt of twenty-five cents. or

Ot0o ae on receipt of one dollar and sixty cents, post paid. Special prices given foi orders amounting to one hundre
S and upwards.

WE MANUFACTURE CHEMICALLY PURE SALTS OF

UOnic, Ammonium, Antimony, Barium, Bromine, Bismuth. Cerium, Calcium, Copper, Gold, Iodine, Iron, Lead-
Manganese, Mercury, Nickel, Phosphorus, Potassium, Silver, Sodium, Tin, Zinc, etc

.r Price List and Descriptive Cataloguepfirnished upon application.

BILLINGS, CLAPP & CO., Manufacturing Chemists.
(SUCCESSORS To JAMES R. NICHOLS & CO.)

BOSTON, MASS.

Se@ WUUng & WUamsoWs a.derUsement of New Med4cal Worl, page 3.

& Monthy -ø#mal of »rttalîï and $uegtanl $ttenre,
eriticism and #¢to.
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MOLLER'S
MUfEST NOaWEG1AN COD-f.,VEft OU.

Du BuscHU, Physician in ordlnary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway, saysthe very best ever prepared for medicinal purposes." reASBo•rrs SMITH, M.D., M.R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, says: "I ofeasily assimilated and is productive of more immediate benefit than the other ki3d*où are." 0DR. RUDDOCKs, M.D.. L.R.C. P., M.R.C.S., says : "' We are glad to be able to give Our r
phatic recommendation to so pure a preparation."

J. MARION Sims, M.D., New York, says: " I have prescribed it almost daily, and have 0reason to b perfectly satisfied witn it."
Da. L. A. SAYRE, New York, says: " Moller, of Christiania prepares an oil whichifectly pure, and lm every respect all that can be wished.'N. B. SANDs, M.D., New York, says: "It is remarkably free from impurities'

W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YORK.
Sole Agents for United States and Cana

FIBIT PRIZ FOR ARTIFIOIAL LIEBS
AND

SU RGICAL AP PLIA N CE S.
A PPARATUS of every description made to order, for Paralysi,joint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &c.

* 0 JAMES AUTIIORS,l m16 King Street East, Toronto.

TORONTO, Sept. 17, 1
8 74

-
I have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuilty

excellence of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those roan
tured in any part of the world.

JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S. Eng jIU

DR. REEVE BELMONT RETREAT, QUEBCE.
forI This Institution opened in 1864 as a Private HIosPid of

C the Insane has recently baen considerably enlarged, anj -fts-furnishes excellent accomodation for this class of Pa"ISEASES 0F THE EYE AND EAR, A separate department is also furnished for Inebriates-ealISE SESOF HE YE ND AR) Patients are admittedl on the certificates of twvo 1,
At the Tecurnseh House, London, men.-Terms from $6.oo to $Io.oo per week quarte

advance. For further information apply to
On eie First Saturday of every month. G. WAKEHAM, or W. WAKEI'I.A••

Proprietor. Resident e
Residence and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto. P.O. box io4i, Quebec, P.Q.
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WILLING & WILLIAMSON'S LIST.

PHYSICIAN'S VISITING LIST FOR 1877.

Of the following Sizes, bound in the best manner, with Tucks, Pockets, and Pencils.

For 25 Patients weekly......Price $ Fr 50 Patients w to une....Price, $250.
150 et .... il 1.25 For 5oPtet eekly, 2 vols. July to Dec. $.o

" 75 fi ..-.-. i 1.50 I IO b Jan. to June .... 3.oo.
el o ...... If 2.oo et July to Dec. ....

INTERLEAVED EDITION.

le0r 2 5 Patients weekly ... Price $1.50 ¶Jan. to June
l 2 i w ...... Pic 1.75 For 50 Patients weekly, 2 vols. Juay to Dec. .... Price, $3.0o.

QWCOPIES sent by mail, postage paid, upon the receipt of theprice as annexed.

This List has now been published twenty-six years, and bas met with the hearty and uni-
a 4pproval of the Profession in all parts of the country, and is considered an indispensable

ýPanion for the practising Physician.

hinger's handbook of Therapeutics, 4th ed., (1876). $4.25.

Playfair's System of Midwifery. (1876). 84.00.

Rosa's Ophthalmic and Otie Memoranda. (1876). 81.00.

Balfour Brown on the Medical Jurisprudence of Insanity. (1876>. $5.00.

Meadows' Manual of Midwifery. 3rd enlargod and revised edition. (1876). $3.25,

RIolmes' Surgery; its Principles and Practice. 1 vol. of.1000 pp. $6.00 and $7.00.

eammond s Diseases of the Nervous System, 6th edition, revised, re-written and enlarged.

76), 86.00.

Loomis on the Respiratory Organs, Heart and Kidneys, $5.00.

8ard & Boekwell's Medical and Surgical Uses of Electricity, 2nd edition, enlarged, $6.25.

MAILED POST FREE ON RECEIPT OF PRICE. GET OUR FULL

04 &LOG UES. (gratia.)

WILLING & WILLIAMSON.
Medical and General Booksellers and Importers,

12 King Street East, Toronto,
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CODMAN & SHURTLEFFS
APPARATUSEs FOR

Atomization of Liquids for Inhalation, Local Anæsthesia, &
BY the Atomizer, any medicated liquid nay be converted into the finest spray. In this state it may be inhaled into the) air-cells, thus opening a new era in the treatment of all diseases of the throat and lungs. (Fig. 15).

It consists of the sphere-shaped brass boiler A, steam outlet tube B, with packing Wi
fornied to receive rubber packing through which the atomizing tube D passes, stean
and by means of which tubes, of varions sizes, may be tightly held against any force O tby screwing down the cover while the paeking is warm; the safety-valve E, capable oftion to high or low pressure by the spring or screw in its top, the non-conducting ba'which the boiler may be lifted while hot, the medicament cup and cup-holder G, the sHi, iron base I 1, the glass face-shield J, with oval mouth-piece connected by the elastleK with the cradle L, whose slotted staff passes into a slot in the shield-stand M M,may be fixed at any height or angle required by the milled screw N.

G H The waste cup, medicament cup andlamp are held in their placee in such a nor
o that they cannot fall out when the apparatus ts carried or used over a bed or othe

g All its joints are hard soldered. It cannot be injured by exhaustion of Wato
any attainable pressure of steam. It does not throw spirts of hot water, to frighto0fscald the patient. Is compact and portable, occupies space of one-sixth cubic tbo
only, can be carried from place to place without removing the atomizing tube Ottwater, can be unpacked and repacked without loss of time. Will render the beisservice for many years, and is cheap in the best sense of the word. Price 6 0

Fig. The complete Stean Atonizer. parts, nickel plated, additional, $2.50. Neatly made, strong black walnu toi 1convenient handle, additional $2.50.
B The most desirable hand apparatus. Rubber warranted of ver oA quality. Valves imperishable, every one carefully fitted to its seat ande xperfectly in all positions. The bulbs are adapted to all the tubes madeir

us for Local Anæsthesia in Surgical Operations, Teeth Extraction aI' iohalation. Price $4.00. Each of the above Apparatus is supplied Wît di'C carefully made annealed glass atomizing tubes, and accompanied Wi
ections for use.

E CoMAN & SMURTLEFF, Q Every steam Apparatus is tested with steam, atvery high pressure.
oSTN. apparatus is carefully packed for transportation, and warranted perfect.

HAND BALL APPARATUS, (Fig. 5, without shield) with two g1& 50tubes. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..b
THE BOSTON.AOMIZ.R ith two glass Atomising tubes.Fig. 5. Shurtleff's Atomîizing Apparatus TREMONT 2

Pat. March 24, 1868. GLASS ATOMIZING TUBES, to fit any of our Apparatus, writ11 t 5perfect............................................................... 
........PE RFUME ATOMIZER, nickel plated, for toilet use.........1

SILVER SPRAY ".........5
NICKEL PLATED TUBES, for Local Anesthesia andr nha ation.75c. toRHIGOLENE, for Local Anæsthesia, best quality, packed..
NASAL DOUCHE, for reating diseases of the Nasal Cavity, eight different varieties, each with two nozles packed

$1.50, 2.00, 2.50 3 50N.B.-To save collection expenses, fonds shouid be sent with the order, eitaer lu form of draft, post-office order, oregietter. 1f For compiete ilnstrated price-list of Apparatus, Tubes, &c.. see pamphlet. 0'In l send by mail (post-paid), on application, a pamphlet containing two articles, by distinguished foreign authori>.Inhalation of Atonized Liquids," with formule o those successfully employed. Also, an article by Dr. L. W. ThudiehOni'b$'C.P., on "A New Mode of Treating Diseases of the Nasal Cavity," with his formulæ. Also an illustrated description ofApparatus for the above purposes, and for produring Local Anoesthesia by Atomization of Rhigolene.Instruments made to order, Sharpened, Polished, and Repaired.An Illustrated Catalogue of Surgical and Atomizing Instruments sent by mail, postpaid, on application.
CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,

Makers and Importers of Surgical and Dental InstrumDlltol.
H. . RSEcorer uec an Yege îretsTernte Agnt or he nstumets13 

and 15 TREMONT STREET, B30S
H, J ROE, ornr Quen nd ong Steets Toont, Aentfor he nstumetsalso the Pamplet nsentioned.

J. H. G]EMR IG][ THE CENTRAL PHARMA0•
MANUFACTURER OF . & 0Q

SUiR~G-ICA
AND

ORTHOPŒDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
109 SOUTII EIGHTIH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Aspirators, Axilla Thermometers, Hypodermic Syringes,
Nelaton's Catheters, Plaited Satin Sewing Silk for

Surgical purposes, Hawksley's Metallie
Stethoscopes, Elastic Stockings,

Apparatus for Club Foot,
Bow Legs, Spine

Diseases, &0.

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent en application.

Chemists and DruggistO9
Corner of Queen and Elizabeth Streets, Torodo,

f AVE on band the following new remedies whic
-- L be sent to any address in all quantities,

Cincho-Quinine, Mono-Bromide CarPb
Guarana, Jaborandi. A

Croton-Chloral Hydrate, SaliCYlic

Eh>

&C., &C., &C. 0fr
Special attention given to Physicians' prescriPtion

Office use, such as Elixirs, Fluid Extractf,
Pille, Syrups, ete.

I
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Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co.
LA CTO-PHOSPHIA TES.

FORMULA OF DR. DUSART, OF PARIS.

%0uand Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya,
A Chemical Food and Nutrifice Tonic.

elegant preparation combines with a sound Sherry
Ine and Aromatics, in the form of an agreeable cor-

Sf gre. Lacto-Phoaphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate
,% 1 gr. of Alkaloids of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini-
VknChonine, and fifteen dropa offree Phosphoric Acid to
aef ounce.

tj %ases convalescing from adynamie fevers, in all condi-a of depraved nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi-
0f food, in nervous prostration from mental and physical
0 , dissipation or bad habits, in chlorotic or anæmmic
i, and in the strumous diathesis in adults and children,

combination of great reliability and efficacy, and it
be taken for a protracted period without becoming

gnaet to the patient.
en Strychnine is indicated the officinal solution of the

ralacopeia may be added, each fluid drachm making the
a grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable

N 'Iation in dyspepsia with constipation and headaches.
4c OmDipound is prepared with great care, and will be main-

O of standard purity and strength. Prepared by
T. B. WHEELER, MONTREAL, D. C.

eOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

HORATIO G. KERN,
MANUFACTUREft op

SURGICAL AND DENTAL
INSTRUMENTS, &c.

ESTABLISHED 1S37.

T HE subscriber would again remind the Medical and
Dental Profession that he still continues to manufac-

ture his celebrated Instruments, in all the various branches
Assiduous attention to the details of the business, which

an experience of thirty-five years has afforded, has enabled
him to make many improvements in his

Unrivalled Extracting Forceps,
Both as regards their quality and adaptation to the purposet
for which they are intended, a desideratum which will be
appreciated by all wishing to purchase Instruments, that
are reliable and of long and well established reputation.

ASPIRAYTORS.
(A new Instrument.)

Aspirator, No. 1, Six Tubulated Needles, assorted......$25.00
Aspirator, No. 2, " " " " ...... 18.00
Aspirator, No. 3, " " " " ...... 12.00

All the Latest Improvements and Novelties.
All orders entrusted to his care will be promptly attended

to.
;!M Catalogues furnished on application.

HORATIO G. KERN,
Oct., 1873. No. 21 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

Etectro-Medical Instruments JOSEPH DAVIDS &

and Batteries.

LEMMINC & T A LBO T,

O 814 FILBERT 8STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

hVING largely increased our manufacturing facilities,
tn4te are now prepared to furnish the finest work, with

est improvements, on reasonable terms.

toportable Galvanic, Faradic, and Caustic Batteries, with
toP,,te applying apparatus, and Electrodes and Conduc-

aIll their varieties, constantly on hand.

ho ltracts made for the erection of permanent batteries in
s, colleges, and private offices.

ýc&fto supply of Electro-Medical Books always in store.
1ee ý cations by mail promptly attended to. Send for

CO.

CHEMISTS & DRUGGISTS,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

DRUGS, CHEMICALS, TRUSSES,

SURGICAL APPLIANCES, &c., &c.

PROPRIETOR OF DAVIDS' MOTH-PROOF LINEN

BAGS.

QUEEN'S OWN BOUQUET.

171 KING-STREET EAST, TORONTO.

T HE New Edition revised, of the Physician's Visiting
List, Case Books, Obstetric Record, Vaccination List,

Cash Book, Address, &c., with list of Poisons and their
Antidotes, table of New Remedies with doses andl table for
estimating probable duration of Pregnancy, by WM. OLD-
RIGHT, M.A., M.D., got Up in neat Morocco leather
case, inside pocket with elastic band. Price $1.25.

WM WARWICK, Toronto, Publisher.
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* * * Sugar-Coated Pills are more soluble than Gelatine or Compressed Pills.-Prof RemingtotS"I'Î
read before American Pharmaceutical Association, Boston, 1875.

WARNER & COS

PH HORURU n mpran ILLS*
PHOSPHORUS Is an Important constituent of the animal economy, particularly of the brain and nerrou

tem, and is regarded as a valuable remedy for the following diseasea:

LAPSE OF MEMIORY, IMPOTENCY, SOFTENING OF THE BRAIN, LOS h
OF NERVE POWER, PHTHISIS, PARALYSIS AND NEURALGIA.

The Pilular form has been deemed thie most desirable for the administration of Phosphorus It is in a perfect 5Uot
subdivisior,, Fis it is Ilwot porati d w iti tflic mat. rial whiiite in solution, and is not extinguish-d by oxidation. 10

This method of preparirig Ph sphrus hAis leen discoveed ond brcught Io PIRFECTION by us, and is thits preseul"d, I
its elt.m ntàiy stat tit- tiu il pu-ive qualitits, wh.ich have so long militated again.t the use of this pott ir
valuable r.med.(Jy. This is a matti r rt-quiring the notice ot the plhysician, and under ail circumstauces the adro
tration of Phosphorus should be guarded with the greatest care, and a per fi et preparation only used

lits use In the above namted complaints Is supportt d by nO les8s auti.ority than Prof. Dt Ipech, Prof. Fishefb,,
Berlin, Dr. Eames (in the Dublfn Journal), Dr. Burgess and Dr. Hammond, of New York. Tle special treit$bi
indicated in these cases i-lst. Complete rest of mind, esp-cially abstention from ail occupations reserbliDnl t
upon which the mind bas been overworked ; 2nd. The encouragt ment of any new hobby or study not i,
painful, which the patient might select ; 3rd Tranquility to the seuses, which expressly give in these cases I I
rect impressions, putting only those olje-cts before them calculatud to soothe the mind ; 4th A very nour' hl I
ditt. empecially of shell-fish. 5th. The internal administration of Phosphoruuin Pilutarform,pepared by W lL
R. WARAER e CO.

Ur PILLS 8ENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF LIST OF PRICE8. J-M

Price p 0
Pil Phosphori, 1-100 gr. in each, . .00
Pil Phosphori, 1-50 " " . .
Pil Phospiori, 1-25 "0 " . .
Pil Piosphori Comp. . . .

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomic, * gr. 00
Pil Phosphori, et Nueis Vombi , .

Phophorus, 1-50 gr. Ext. Nuc. VomicS, i gr. 00
Fil Pihosphori, et Ferii, et Nue. Vot. .

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vom., gr. 9
Pil Phosphori, et Ferri et Quiinie, .

Pihosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr. QuiniaSulph., 2 gr.
Pil Phosphori tt Ferri et Nue. Vom. et Quinoe,

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Ca b. (Vallet) 1 gr.
Ext.Nuc. Vom., 1-8 gr. Quinia Sulph., 1 gr.

Treatise on " PHOSPHOBUS; Its claims as a therapeutio agent."
Furnished on application. Address,

WILLIAM R. WARNER & 00., Manufacturing Cheli0
No. 1228 Market Street, Philadelphia.

Warner & Co's Standard Preparations for sale by
ELLIOT & CO., Wholesale Druggists,

ToRONTO,
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT-BoTON, MASS.

Ninety-Third Annual Announcema ent. 1876-77.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE :

04PLES W. ELIOT, LL.D., President. HENRY P. BOWDITCH, M.D., Assis't. Prof. of Physinlogy,

VIN ELLIS, M D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine, 'Dean. CHARLES B. PORTER, M.D., Demonstrator of Anatomy,

B. S. JACKSON, M.D., Prof. of Pathol. Anatomy. and Instructor in Surgery.
WER . HOLMES, M.D., Professor of Anatomy. PREDERIC I. KNIGHT, M D., Instructor in Percussion,

RY J. BIGELOW, M.D., Professor of Surgery. I Auscultation and Lqryngoseopv.

E. TYLER, M.D., Professor of Mental Diseases. J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., Instructor in Surgery.
ARLES E. BUCKINGHAM, M.D., Professor of Obstetries REGINALD H. FITZ, M.D., Assistant Professor of Patholo-

y and Medical Jurisprudence. gical Anatomy.
WeIS MINOT, M.D., Hersey Professor of the Theory WILLIAM L. RICidARDSON, M.D., Instructor in Clinical

job and Practice of Medicine. Obstetrics.

1 P. REYNOLDS, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics. THOMAS DWIGIT, Ja., M.D., Instructor in Histology.
b RY W. WILLIAMS, M.D., Prof. of Ophthalmuology. ED W ARD S. WOOD, M.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
JAID W. CHEEVER, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Surgery. HENRY H. A. BEACH, M.D., Assistant Demonstrator of

EVIRS C. WH[TE, M.D., Professor of Dermatology. [ Anatomy.
ERT T. EDES, M.D., Prof. of Materia Medica. WILLIAM B. HILLS, M.D., Instructor in Chemistry.

Other Instructors :
GEORGE H. F. MARKOE, Instructor in Materia Medica.
I'RANK W. DRAPER, M.D., Lecturer on Hygiene.

THE FOLLOWING GENTLEMEN GIVE SPECIAL CLINICAL INSTRUCTION:
PRANCIS B. GREENOUGH, M.D., and EDWARD WIGGLESWORTH, JE., M.D., in Syphilis.
JOHN 0. GREEN, M.D., and CLARENCE J. BL>AKE, M.D., in Otology.
JAMES R. CHADW I'K, M.D., and WILLIAM H. BAKER, M.D., in Diseases of Women.
CRARLES P. PUTNAM, M.D., and JOSEPH P. (ILIVER, M.D., in Diseases of Children.

r SAMUEL G. WEBBER, M.D., and JAMES J. PUTNAM, M.D., in Diseases of the Nervous System.

riti.plan of Study was radically cbanged in 1871.* Instruction is now given by lectures, recitations, clinical teaching
th and practical exercises, distributed throughout the academic year. This year begins September 28, 1876, and ends on
et

5a8t Wednesday in June, 1877; it is divided into two equal terms, either of whi-h is more than equivalent to the former
Winter Session," as regards the amount and character of the instruction. The course of instruction bas been greatly
a1 . rged,' so as to extend over three years, and bas been so arranged as to carry the student progressively and system-

eally from one subject to another in a just and natural order. In the subjects of anatomy, histology, chemistry, and
thological anatomy, laboratory work is largely substituted for, or added to, the usual methods of instruction.

> Iustead of the customary hasty oral examination for the degree of Doctor of Medicine, held at the end of the three

tha't'e period of study, a series of examinations on all the main subjects of medical instruction bas been distributed

tongh the whole three years ; and every candidate for the degree must pass a satisfactury examinatin in every one of
Principal departments of medical instruction during bis period of study.

DIVISION OF STUDIES.
POr the First Year-Anatomy, Physoiology and General Chemistry.

or the Second Year-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, Pathological Anatomy, Clinical Medicine, Surgery and
lelal Surgery.

alO tSu Third Year-Therapeutics, Obstetries, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, Surgery and
'ical Surgery.dideclssSdet
Students are divided into three classes, according to their time of study and prouciency. Students who began their

le seional studies elsewhere, may be admitted to advanced standing ; but aIl persons who apply for admission to the

Z1ind or third year's class, must pass an examination in the branches already pursued by the class to which they seek
'5sion. Examinations are held in the following order:-
At the end of the first year-Anatomy, Physiology and general Chemistry.

" secondyear-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, and Pathological Anatomy.
i " third year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, and

Surgery.
to Examinations are aler beld before the opening of the School, beginning Septembeýr 27th. Students who do not intend

er themselves for a degree will also be received at any part of the course, for one term or more. Any student may
i Without an examination, a certificate of bis period of connection with the school.

f1 FRQUIREMENTS A DEGas.-Every candidate must be twenty-One years f age; reuet bave atudied medicine three

r Years, have spent at least one continuous year at this School, have passed the required examinations, aud have
esnted a thesis.

tor Ctgit FOR GRADUATEs.-For the purpose of affording to those already Graduates of Medicine, additional facilitles

est Plrsuing clinical, laboratory and other studies, in such subjects as may specially itterest them, the Faculty bas

4 ished a course which comprises the following branches :-Physioogy, Mt dical C Demistry, Pathological Aatomy,
in gery, Auscultati n, Percussion and Laryngoscopy, Ophthalmology, Otology, Hygiene, Dermatology, Syphilis, Pyseho-
ecal Medicine, Electro-therapeutics, GynSecology and Obstetries.

% Single branches may be pursued, and on payment of the full fee also the privilege of attending any of the other

Ireises of the Medical School, the use of its laboratories and library, and ai oth er rights accorded by the Universiy
1*11 be granted. Graduates of other Medical Schools who may desire to obtain the degree of M.D. at this University,

1 be admitted to examination for this degree after a year's study in the Graduates' Course.

0 FRS.--For Matile lation, $5; for the Year, $200; for one Term alone, $120; for Graduation, $30; for Graduates,
ltrse, the fee for oie y .ar is $200, for one Term, $120 ; and for single courses sucb fees as are specified lu the Cata-
gue. Paynent l a vane.

tpt imbers of any one a partment of Harvard University have a right to attend lectures and racitatiious in any other
nartmeut ithout paying additional fees.Eor further information, or Catalogue, address

DR. R. H. FITZ, Secretary, 108 Boyleton, Street, Boston, Mass.
* In and after September, 1877, an examination on outrance will be required. For particulars se. Catalogue.
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SAVORY & MOORE, 143, New Bond Street, London, beg to cal1 the attention f the rofejessi0generally, to some of the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and unifOr'strength of which can be guaranteed.

GENUI NE
PANCREATIO EMULSION and PANOREATINE

The reputation of these preparations is now so thoroughly established, that they may be said to be theonly remedies of the description recognized and prescribed by the leading members of the MedicalProfession. No snail portion of their popularity is to be ascribed to the fact, that they are palatableto the most fastidious, keep good in all climates, and are readily miscible in water, milk, &c. In allcases where Cod Liver Oil fails to afford relief, or cannot be retained by the stomach, PancreaticEmnision and Pancreatine are the only resiedies to supply its place, increasing weight, and ensuringas trigth and appetite; whilst in many cases they prove a most valuable adjunct to the Oil, which theyassist in digesting.

PANCRE.ATINE W INE A most pleasant vehicle for administering Cod Liver Oil, with whchPANCR ATINE WINE if shaken, it readily forms an Emulsion. This preparation llh@prescribed by itself will be found to be a powerful assistant to digestion, and as a remedy for this purpose io larg'
PANCREATISED COD LIVER OIL• A reliable combination of Pancreatine with tli]PANC EATIS D CO LIVE OIL Oil, rendering its digestion easy and rapid.OloPEPTODYN, the New Digestive Digests all kinds of Food-the FARINACEOUS, FIBRINo

,adOLEÂ&GI.NOUS, (being a combination of the sever&'active principles of the dizestive secretions, Peptic, Pancreatic, &c.)
Five grains of the Powder digests-100 grains of Coagulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grains of Starch*BEST FOOD FOR INFA NTS As Supplied to the Royal Families of England and Russia-

iest F O D F R Feeding Infants on the best, i. e. the most nourishing and eas3'digeSred Food, has recently occupied much of the attention of the Profession, and the fallacy and danger of emplOfStarc/, mn the form of Corn Flour and other high-sounding titles, haR >een repeatedly pointed out.This Food resembles Mother's Milk more closely than any other kind, containing the highest amount of nourishreltin the most digestible and convenient form.
DATURA TATULA, for Asthma and Chronic Bronchiti5Recommended hy the Profession as a remedy of great power and usefulness in cases of short and difficult breathinli'spasmodic coughing, &c. Grown only by Savory and Moore, and prepared in all forms for smoking and inhalation.

Wholesale of Messrs LYMAN, CLARE & Co., and Retail of the Principal Druggists in the Donlinioand America.

THE VOLTAIC JohnARMADILLO.John
AN ELECTRO-XAGNE TIC REMEDY FOR NER-

VOUS DISEASES. No. 309
ALWAYS SAFE. ALWAYS READY FOR USE.

° °(UNDER 
THE

a me An Srasm

LDO igiE "iNTS 80L£

No Shock or Uniileasant Sensation experienced, but a
constant Electric Current, Stinulating the Nerves, Re-
iin Circulation, remiovimg Congestion, Pain and Sore-

nless.
NEw YoRK, dulv 14, 1875.

Dear Sir: -1 have used your Arimadillo Waist Bandin two cases of miuscular Rheumnatismn, with entire suc-
css u shall, with great pleasure, try it in ,inilar cases
i n the future. Yours, etc.,

"CHARLEs E. HAcKLEV, M.D.,
"47 West 31st St."

u..... d many I hysicians of high repute, and sone withi our
own knowledge testify to the beneficial use of Electro-Magnetism byýuch meoans as Mr. SEIBERT has ingeiniously devised, and which wsethink worthy of attention."-Sanitariano, May, 1875. The MEan

ht is flexible, easily applied, and perfect fitting to every part of the a u
bey article used by
E. J. SEIBERT, Proprietor, 819 Broadway, cor.

12th Street, New York. Our. liuu
Send for PampMdet. inailed ona appl

Reynders & Cc'.
(Late of Otto & Reynders.)

Fourth Avenue, New York,
COLGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONSP>

Manufacturers and Importers 01

SURGICAL
AND

Orthopodical Instr=go'

SKELETONS,

AND

ANATOMICAL

PREPARATIONS•

ufacture and I0tportation Of evey
Physicians and Surgeons our Specialties

strated Catalogue and Price f"
ication, enclosing twelve cents for Postage
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During the winter of'7 4 and '75 he was in fairCANADA LANCET. health, the pains had left him, but towards springthey returned again and were accompanied by
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF flatulence and acid eructations. In the month of

May he paid a visit to the Highlands of Scotland ;CA ANI) SURGICAL SCIENCE. while there slight œdema of the lower extremities
vol.. made its appearance, he commenced to looseTORONTO, JAN. IST, 1877. No. 5. flesh, and about the middle of August he first

noticed that there was a "lump " in his left side.tin t minuifatiotl. He returned to this country about the middle of
October. He did not corne under our observa-

ON TWO CASES F LEUCOCY- tion again until the i 4 th of December, when we
THÆMIA. found him in the following state

He cornplained of headache, diarrhea, sleep-LSTEWART, M. D., L.R.C.P., ED.; AND R. W. lessness, and odema of the lower extremities,uURLBURT, M.D., BRUCEFIELD. especially of the left. There was marked anemia
Io to eet in drawing the attention of the pro- i with considerable emaciation. His appetite wastsph e subjoined cases is to show (i) that bad ; tongue denuded of its epithelium; troubledeut, has, as first pointed out by Dr. Broad- with flatulence and acid eructations ; bowels movedhe hPle a certain influence over the course of about three times daily; the stools presented noe the licaform of leucocythæmia; and (il) to special abnormal appearance. His pulse and

S clinical details of a rare and very impor- temperature were normal. The apex of the heartot bee e-a disease that so far as we know has was found between the fourth and fifth ribs. halfOeen reported in any of the medical journals an inch to the inside of the nipple. No murmursortari0e and with the exception of a case re- heard over any of the cardiac areas. With the ex-rd by Dr Bell of Montreal, in the April num- ception of occasional shortness of breath, which iscanada ked. and Surç. 'fr., in the due to the pressure of the enlarged splem, there ishere arenothing abnormal in connection with the lungs.e h are three distinct forms of this disease. The urine is high colored, acid, sp. gr. ; 1,020,coyeI the splenic variety, and (II) lym patic and contains a large quantity of amorphous urates
Cocythem a and (I) medullary or rnyelogenic with numerous s of uric acid. It is freemia. A fourth form may be added- from albumen, sugar, pus and blood.tich a isease arises from an affection of parts On examining the abdomen, there is at onceC arapha tomically analogous to the spleen discovered a large, smooth and firn tumor. It islroat and glands-as the tonsils, follicles of frequently the seat of pain and is painful on per-iht fnd ntestines. 

cussion and deep pressure. The severest pain is
't and s following cases are examples of the caused by grasping the tumor at its posterior andsecond varieties : inferior angle and dragging it upwards and for-

LEUCoCYTHÆMIA SPLENICA. wards. It is freely movable on pressure and on
aged 43 married, farmner; first consulted deep inspiration.. Its margins are clearly defined.ain.e '74,rre he complained It extends froni the splenic region forwards andh.ene '74, uhen he comlained of a passes fully two inches to the right of the mediante he side under the fanse ribs. line above the umbilicus, it then recedes and again

ari et feen d he maever esieina passes to the right of the median line an inch anden litever, i or did he ever reside in a a half below the umbilicus, thus presenting a deepet ict He is a weighs 177 mn, notch on this border. Posteriorly it extends tot e yches in height, and weighs 177 pounds. the vertebral column, at least no clear note can bedaly history mplind o eatths imewaThe pain made out in this situation. In the mamillarv linee comitduain . e a atis tri as only of a it extends from the upper border of the sixth rib to
aY Wî th on Hie was also troubled at this theatrosueirpieothilm. 

heessymptoms of atonic dyspeDsia.
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slight enlargement of the liver, its vertical diame- puscles appeared to be diminished in number, a
ter in the mamillary line being five and a half in- had no tendency to form into ruleaux.
ches, it also extends slightly to the left. On January the 17th he commenced tak

The true nature of the disease not being sus- 1-25 of a grain of phosphorus twice daily.
pected at this time no miscroscopical examination Feb. 13 th. He has been taking 1-50 of a gra'
of the blood was made, neither was there any of phosphorus steadily for the last three weeký
search made for any other enlarged lymphatic He says he feels greatly improved. His boWee e
glands. The red oxide of mercury ointment was continue to move three to four times daily, th¢
given to be applied over the tumor. Quinine and stools are natural in color. His pulse is Io.

iron were given internally. Temp. 100.° There are no enlarged lymphavc
He was seen again on the 29 th of December; glands. There is acute inflammation of

there was no noticeable change to be detected in lymphatics of the left thigh ; this was first notice t
the size of the splenic tumor. His appetite con- by the patient two days ago ; the inguinal gla
tinued poor and the diarrhoea troublesome. Jan- are enlarged and very tender. There is a distild a
uary 16th. He is gradually losing flesh and diminution in the size of the spleen ; its anter0 f
strength. There is no difference in the size of the border above the umbilicus does not extend o
tumor, the lower extremities are still slightly ode- one inch to the right of the median line ; belowtC t
matous, the left being most affected. The tongue umbilicus there is not a diminution to the same
is raw, with very prominent papille. The liver tent, although it is quite appreciable. The
has increased slightly in size since the last examin- has not diminished any in size. The white blo
ation ; this enlargement is principally confined to corpuscles appear about as numerous as before-
the left lobe. The bowels move about four times Feb. 20, P. 90, Temp. normal. The diarrh
daily, although he is taking powders composed of is still troublesome; the stools are of a broWie
bismuth and Dovers' powder. The urine is high color. The tongue is still denuded of its epith a
colored, acid, sp. gr. 1,022 ; it containes great hum. He sleeps well ; headache has disappear a
quantities of amorphous urates, numerous crystals The œdema of the lower extremities is still ¢Or ti
of uric acid and a few oxalate of lime octahedra. siderable. He complains of pain over both spl ?l
A most careful examination failed to detect any and liver, on deep pressure it is more marked Ove
enlarged lymphatic glands. There is a good deal the liver. The inflammation of the lymphatis
of tenderness over the right side of the abdomen, the left thigh has subsided, the inguinal glands
which is slightly tympanitic. no longer tender and swollen. Examinatio'3

Examination of the Blood.-The blood to-day the blood shows a distinct diminution in the 1
was examined for the first time. It was drawn ber of white corpuscles; they are more marký
from the pulp of the middle finger, received into of two kinds-large and small; little masses
capillary tubes which were immediately sealed. molecules and free nuclei are to be seen in evel
It looked paler than natural and had a soapy field. The spleen has slightly diminished il a:
feel. Under the microscope (Hart. Oc. 4, obj. 7) since last report, at no part now does it pass tO ti
the white corpuscles were found to be greatly in- right of the median line, its vertical diametet
creased--from 150 to 200 could be counted in a also less. There is no difference to be detect tç
field. In some specimens which were largely in the size of the liver. ta
diluted with Dr. Keyes' artificial urine, * the pro- Feb. 26. The stomach is at times slightlY 0 f
portion was two red to one white. Many of the table, but this is not apparently due to the P a
white cells were very large. An occasional one phorus, of which he is taking i-50 of a grain g si
was seen which had two nuclei. The red cor- times daily. The bowels have been confined dot rl

* Dr. Keyes (A.M. Jr. Med. Ses.) gives the following method for ing the last few days, and to-day he sulfers frol0 a
preparisg artificial urine. Take a quantity of neutral filtered urine pain which he refers to them.
and to each ounce add fve grains of corrosive sublimate. This bas
the effect of throwing down the amorphous urates. After standing The following measurements of the sp tithe urates fall to the botton, the clear fluid is then decanted, and itsgr. reduced u 1,020 with water. The blood corpuscles retaLn their tumor were taken. In ti
shape in this fluid. t

We found the fluid fron a pleural effusion a very good nedium for from the upper border of the 6th r, to witIl'
the éxamination of the blood corpuscles. It can be preserved bykeeping a piece of canpsor in the boute il which it 18 kept. inches of the crest of the ilium-a distance O
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r ueas u creased in size at the time that the above
discverabwere taken. At no time was there

dlas. Whcovera le enlargement of the lymphatic
ths previou the blood was first examined (twoekily c s to death) 150 white cells could be
Sb Unted in a field; a week before death the

as fot more than 70.

nealth, after th
It is to Dr.

showing us the
in the disease.
both of which

Dr. Wilson 1

Arn. Jr. of M
t Practitioner fi
' Lancet, July
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'faches
tends oIn the mamillary line the dulness ex-
three fomJ the upper border of the 6th rib to

'iches es below the ribs-a distance of 74

The transverse dulness taken on a line with the
Centre of the 8th rib extends from the vertebralClun to within two inches of the median line- a
istance of fifteen inches. The vertical dulness of

te liver in the mamillary line is 5 Y2 inches. The
beite blood cells are steadily decreasing in num-bers,)uts
th% ,Ut still they are very much more numerous
ba they should be-from seventy to ninety can

cOunted in the field The red corpuscles have
greater tendency to run into ruleaux than onarme examinations.
March 6th. The bowels have been moving

more frequently during the last few days-
tiia to ten stools daily. He is very much

eral. e, and anemic. P. is 100, temp. nor-
h Ue has been steadily taking 1-50 of a grain

hi P Orus three times a day, it does not cause
clightest inconvenience now. Until recenarch oth. The diarrhœa in spite of the most as an absolute

about treatment continues to be very severe- report of eig
the Stowelve motions in the twenty-four hours ; Four of these0er1is are offensive and of a dark brown color. was the agent

hte e no noticeable change in the number of early stage of
iad a corpuscles. He takes nourishment freely. distinctly mal

archarp attack of epistaxis yesterday. effects of quin
ee 2th. Diarrhœa profuse. The patient says "that erIdety sinking. 

twenty grains,
khauih 14th. Died at 12.30 p.m. to-day, from quinine has fi

aostion The mind remained clear to the last. slightest influe
permitted. the disease or

RKs - •Dr. Da Cosan id -- The accompaning figure will give 32, where the
this easeo what extent the spleen diminished in thee t
size Case he dotted line represents the original th pen i

t f the tu white corpusci
Illustrat tmor. The shaded portion is intended commencing

taken ae the size of spleen from measurements injection on ait
There wOt a Week previous to the patients death. was followed
the 1; as 10 diminution whatever in the size of

tly leucocythæmia was looked upon
ly fatal disease. We can only find a
t cases, where a cure was effected,
are reported by Mosler, where quinine
employed ; all the cases were in the
the disease, and one at least was of a
arious origin. In speaking of the
ine in this disease, Dr. Wilson Fox
ven in very large doses, of ten to
daily, continued during a long period,
ailed in ny hands to exercise the
tnce, either on the fatal progress of
on the pyrexia."
ta reports the case * of a man, aged
re was considerable enlargement of
h a slight increase in the number of
es. l'lhe disease was (iagnosed as
leucocythæmia. The hypodermic
ernate days, of five grains of ergotine,
by almost complete restoration to
e eighth injection.
Broadbent that we are indebted for
beneficial influence of phosphorus
He gives the details of two cases†

were cured by the use of this drug.
Fox describes a case ‡ that was under

ed. Sciences for Jany. 9875.
or January 1875.
ro, 1875.

j-
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his care in University College Hospital, where the
use of phosphorus was followed by almost com-
plete restoration to health, the white corpuscles had
diminished to the normal amount, the spleen did
not however regain its normal size, but this ap-
peared to have no deleterious influence. It does
seem from recent observations that people may live
and enjoy fair health, even after the removal of the
spleen. M. Pean * bas removed the spleen in two
instances with success, and it appears that no
injurious effects have followed, both patients being
in good health. What influence an enlarged spleen
may have on the health remains yet to be seen.

In the present case although phosphorus failed
to save the patient's life, it cannot be denied but it
had a remarkable influence not only in reducing
the size of the enlarged spleen, but also in dimin-
ishing the number of white corpuscles, and we are
strongly of the opinion that had we recognized the
disease sooner, and given the phosphorus earlier
the result would have been different. The phos-
phorus (except during the first week) was well
borne, during the last few weeks he was steadily
taking 1-50 of a grain three times daily, without its
causing him any inconvenience.

Dr. Moxon of Guys' Hospital lately read a
paper t before the Clinical Society, on two cases of
leucocythæmia. In both cases the treatment by
phosphorus was employed, but with an unsuccess-
ful result. One of the cases however was compli-
cated with a malignant tumor, which compressed
and obstructed the bile duct at its entrance into
the duodenum. This case is certainly not a fair
test for the treatment by phosphorus. In the dis-
cussion which followed the reading of this paper'
Sir Wm. Jenner said he had a case of leucocythæ¯
mia lately under his care, where the treatment by
phosphorus failed to do any good whatever.

In our patient the diarrhœa from the first was
obstinate, and no doubt it was the immediate cause
in bringing about the exhaustion from which he
died. For sometime previous to his coning under
our care, diarrhœa alternated with constipation,
but from the time that the disease was recognized,
with the exception of three days during which the
bowels were confined, diarrhœa was always present.
At first it was not severe, but during the last four
weeks of his life, it was profuse and little at all
influenced by the most active treatment.

* Lancet, August 26, 1876.
† British Medical Journal, March il, 1876.

1
Whether the inflammation of thelymphatics inthe

left thigh was a merely accidental complicatiol, O
not, we are unable to say. In this connexi0
may perhaps be worth mentioning that the patie05
father, a man aged 77, died 24 hours before
son, from idiopathic erysipelas of the right leg
thigh. Both lived in the same house. In Co0

cluding these remarks, we would state, that aftd
the treatment by phosphorus was commenced, 0O
other drugs were employed, with the exception th
the red oxide of mercury ointment was continued f
about a week.

(û). LEUCOCYTHÆMIA LYMPHATICA.

We have unfortunately only very imperfect no
of this case. The patient resided a long distano
from us, and it was only at considerable interw
that we saw her. We did not seë her for sonetdfO

previous tc her death.
Miss 1-, aged 20, first consulted us on

19 th of October, complaining of swellings ofl
neck and shortness of breath. The disease is Of

little more than two years duration, and first shod
itself as a swelling on the right side of the neclC0
little below and in front of the lobe of the
This swelling gradually increased and extenôd
About fifteen months ago the other side of
neck commenced to enlarge and has been gr
ally increasing in size ever since. Up to the co
mencement of the present trouble she enjOY
excellent health. The family history presents 5
ing of importance. She is medium-sized, We
130 lbs., muscles well developed although flabl
There is no emaciation but she bas an an

appearance. The face has an anxious expreSS
with a cyanotic hue. She has had no mein
discharge for four months, but previous to this

was quite regular.
PRESENT CONDITIoN.-The cervical glandS

both sides of the neck are enormously enlar
The hypertrophied condition of each separate g
can he distinctly recognized, differing in this reSPý
greatly fron scrofulous glands. The skin ove
most prominent parts of the right neck has a

tinge, and in two or three places there are
cicatrices, caused by the application of an e c
otic. The following measurements were takeP

(I.) From the lobe of one ear passing over
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ithe inche P to the lobe of the opposite ear is ioy• be applied to the cervical glands-over a very
on, I (II.) small space at a time. She is to take four minims
oion n P Distance apart of most prominent points of Fowler's solution three times daily.
otien ï aches sides (measured by calipers) is 7y' November 4 th. There is no noticeable difference

re The to be detected in the size of the enlarged glands.
g ao aree glands along the sterno-mastoid and clavicle 1 Examination of the blood shows about the sameiscoo' ected enlarged. The axillary glands are also proportion of white corpuscles as on her former

aft glands but it is only lately that the inguinal visit. The spleen and liver were again carefullyafte glndshaveb
dO The t ecome involved in the morbid process. examined, but no enlargement of either can be

n th aho0  body is also enlarged, both lobes being detected. She is troubled as formally with a
ed f e equly affected. The most careful physical spasmodic cough, but says she breathes easier.eithrtion failed to detect any enlargement of November 3oth. Patient reports herself betterer the Spleen or liver. in general health. Breathing is not much interferedPren rop of blood examined under the microscope with. The enlarged glands have diminished ab 0eeoeted a great increase in the number of white little in size, the following measurements were takent lotd •puscles--from 6o to 8o could be easily to-day.

ot urlted hin a field ; their size was not much if any (I.) From the lobe of one ear passing over thestg le than normal white cells, being in marked upper lip to the lobe of the opposite ear is one
prcedltit in this respect to the white cells of the inch less than it was when first measured.e edng case. We could not decide that the (II.) Distance apart of most prominent pointseh 5 were less in number than they should be, on opposite sides is three-quarters of an inch less
thosg from the investigations made on this point than it was formerly.

bd 5ubj t who have paid special attention to this January 4th. Breathing is very free. No ap-f eet it ct pro
sJ decrease Ils probable that there is always a positive preciable difference in the measurements.c apeare in their number in this disease. They February 1st. Patient says she has tak en a cold.

e e rIeeared natural in form, but formed imperfect The breathing is very difficult, and is attended bycough Wan dhe is troubled with an asthmatic a " TRACHEAL STRIDOR " heard several feet fromalay ' oysenœa. These two symptoms although her. Measurements are increased-being greateralways pr9

a kes a "resednt, are much aggravated when she now than they were at first. The axillary glands
c0 aiv thold. Hissing, sibilant raies are heard have also increased in size since her last visit. She

C cOapular the chest, they are loudest in the inter- says the glands in her neck commenced to swell a
J ance i region. There is no change in the reson- few hours after her return home from her former
ei nes an he latter situation, but a slight degree of visit to us, and in forty-eight hours had attained

ste rn Te detected over the first bone of the their present dimensions.
enub here is no venous hum * heard over There is no difference to he detected in there nainubrium. The pulse is 8o and regular. number of white blood cells. The face has a

With the 10thmg abnormal found in connection cyanotic hue. The cervical veins are considerablys of the e crulation, except that there is distension swollen. The voice is whispering. This was theUrd er"Tal veins. The following treatment was last visit she paid to us. She died shortly after-
red. The red oxide of mercury ointment is to wards-asphyxiated.

rpro descb(Lac, Au a4th, 1875) a enous REMARKS-It is well known that glandular en-
ng r"l ] ".p ® aargement is ot always attended by leucocythæmia,

gî~~~ 14 ti aljng the stethescope over th~e manubrium, and atlagmnisotJ'
e g th patent turn pancatonhead o th t h fce and that there is a condition which can be distin-ly 1l tobette Orizntath 

beneo
the beting backwards of the head throws for guished from this disease only by the absence ofit it 0 n f the trcea, which carrnes with it the glands

eo, and the left innoninate vein as it passes an excess of white corpuscles in the blood. ThisU f - Il týebehn,the first bone of the sternum, is compressede re glands and the bone." (Smith). The absence condition is called Hodgkin's disease by Wilks,% oiie r8t case is llkely owing to the adherence of theso that the trachea in its ascent could not carry adénie by Trousseau. Hodgkin who was the first" e0 * wa case where this occurred, it was a boy who
t er d There was dulness over the manubrium, but no to describe it, named it lymphatf¢ anerfa. Itter nth, the enlarged glands were adherent to eachh bst - The alteration in the position of the trachea resembles the lymphatic form of leucocythoemia intlIC b ent back, had no effect on the position of the . . .its slow and insidious outset ; in the organs attacked
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-lymphatic glands, spleen, liver, and occasionally leucocythæemia, is not only not hypertrophied,
the intestinal glands ; in the gradually increasing on the contrary is in a state of atrophy.t i
weakness and emaciation which marks its progress. (IV.) The white cells are not only increased
They also resemble each other in their invariably number in leucocythæmia, but they are also largl' t
fatal termination. As before stated there is a great this, according to Biesiadecki, is due to a form t
difference in the character and composition of the colloid degeneration of their protoplasm. t
blood in the two diseases. M. Jacoud thinks that (V.) These degenerated cells, according to t
the two diseases are identical. Dr. Southey * above authority, are deposited in the same org
expresses the opinion that the leucocythæmia and parts of organs as those in which blood ce t
simlply indicates a stage in the disease, a view which containing pigment or vermillion collect. II
is also held by Dr. H. C. Wood, Jr. † The fatal issue in the present case, was broug n

To explain the increase of white corpuscles M. about by the gradually increasing respiratory ele p
Jacoud thinks it not improbable that some altera- barrassment induced by the pressure of the ee i
tions in the osseous medulla, which according to larged intra-thoracic glands. it
the re-searches of Neumann and Bizzozero, con- The treatment pursued was the internal adoty S
tains colourless corpuscles like the white blood istration of arsenic, with the local application Of t e
cells, as well as cells with coloured nuclei ; has the red oxide of mercury. This was continued UP d
effect in bringing about the leucocythæcmia. He the time of her last visit to us, when we prescribý la
also suggests another explanation, viz :-That the phosphorus. Whether she took any of the latt Il

crease of connective tissue wvhich takes place in drug or not we did not learn. The arsenic at f t,
the glands in Hodgkin's disease, by its contraction appeared to be of some benefit, but this is 0fte 4
will obliterate the efferent vessels, and prevent the the case with the most indifferent treatment,
passage of the white globules into the blood. "So stress can be laid on it ; again the enlarged glaiiô4 t}
that if the white corpuscles do not find their way diminish perceptibly in size during the course J
into the blood it is simply because the way isr the disease when no treatment whatever is eniPlOt
closed against them."-(Jacoud). There are strong ed. Iron, iodine, mercury, quinine, and cod-liYd 1:
reasons however, for believing that the two diseases oil have been tried, but ail of them have prOvý fi
are not identical, as M. Jacoud tries to maintain. equally powerless in preventing a fatal isse. >
If leucocythæmia is a disease primarily of the solid Whether phosphorus has such a beneficial effect ' 4
elements of the blood, then this view cannot be this form as it has in the splenic variety of the al
maintained. The following points are in favour of ease remains to be seen.
leucocythæmia being a disease of the white cells of se
the blood primarily, and the changes in the spleen,
lymphatic glands, &c., being secondary to this NOTES ON DIPHTHERIA.
change in the blood. 

BY W. R. CLUNFsS, M.D. SACREMENTO, CA. tý(I.) We often find that there is a marked change
in the proportion of the white cells, before any Although the daily occurences of interest t
decided enlargement takes place in the lymphatic all the civilized world are almost instaneously ni,
glands, and further leucocythemia may run its public throughout the length and breath of t!"
course to a fatal termination, where there is only a land, yet it nay not prove uninteresting to Y0 1
very slight increase in the size of the spleen, and readers to learn somewhat more in detail, So0fir
no enlargement whatever of the lymphatic glands.‡ thing regarding matters medical upon this C0 to

(II.) After the extirpation of the spleen in This, in reponse to your kind invitation, I
animals, neither the blood nor any organ exhibits endeavour to furnish however imperfectly. 0 %
important alterations. me then say, that from time to time we have

(III.) The parenchyma of the spleen or liver i endemics and our epidemics. Local influeilco d(III.)__The____________ ofthespleenor_______inhere as well as elsewhere produce their charact' di,
St. Bartholomew'a Hosptal Reports 9th Vol. istic effects. Climatic influences, likewise, prod 4t American Jr. of Med. Sciences, October, 1871.itcefcs.Cmacinlne, kese‡ One of the cases brought by Dr. Moxon before the Clinical So-ciety is an example of this. (Brit. Med. Jr., March 11, 1876.) t Biesiadecki. (Med. Times and Gaz.. Nov. 13, 1875.)
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th eirp
d r peculiar phenomena observable in all countries constitutional affection, or sometimes one and
it hag atrnospheric disturbances. Nevertheless, oftentimes the other, but will briefly outline the
dehi Ocurred to mmind, that when an epi- general principles which govern the treatment
the nfey ce exists here, the special disease by the best informed physicians of this city and
tha prevaiig assumes a more malignant form the Pacific Coast. Acting upon the weIl es-
Pressi th You. This, however, is simply an im- tablished fact that it very soon at least becomes a
etermi for I have no means of satisfactorily constitutional disease, and that the blood becomes
Atnng so important a question. early contaminated, such remedies as are known

therPresent that scourge of the innocents, diph- to oppose septic influences are usually given. Aia prevailing to an unusual extent, and in general tonic and supporting course of treatment
%inst.icts of California is more than ordinarily is always prescribed. Quinine and iron in the
Portion Commencing last spring in the'southern form of a tincture of the chloride are early ad-

Orthwd the State, it slowly but surely spread ministered and persisted in throughout. Egg-nog,
it made ., ere more severely, there less so, until cream, milk, beef tea and such other concentrated
san,, F ts appearance about four months ago in articles of diet as are easily swallowed and known

e r ncsco, where it is now prevailing in an to be nutritious, are liberally given. One of my
deaths form. A record of over two hundred medical friends in this city, thinks favourably of
aterpfromn this disease in that city, since the the free use of the bisulphites, especially the

"'lascerta. eptember, (besides the number of cases bisulphite of soda, given to the saturation of thethe failiined, attended by quacks) will indicate system. The principle which underlies this system
diseases.tY attending this most distressing of all of treatment will, of course, be readily compre-
Vall erom San Francisco it soon reached hended, and is worthy of the fullest investigation.
the 'a city of about 1o,ooo inhabitants, across Being myseif much inclined to the belief that theof N a and about 25 miles distant. The cities disease is frequently local in its very inception,
esterly and Stockton, also near the Bay, one lying and can be prevented froin becoming constitu-

tenceaud the other easterly, also felt its fatal tional, such applications as have been determined
of 'i Still further northward is the town by experience to be destructive of the diphtheritic
>here lb containing about ooo inhabitants, germ, or what ever you may choose to cail it, are
day dress than thirteen children died in ten made as early as possible. The first case in a
also' ghtg the early part of last month. There, family, or institution, manufactory, school, or
hidren adults who were in attendance upon whatnot, is of course rarely seen in its incipiency,

aith lrec the disease, were attacked, and and absorption has taken place before local
ofd recovered, yet the malignancy of that remedies have been resorted to ; but when suchseqees dphth eria now prevailing and its con- remedies have been applied to cases that have

it were well demonstrated. Aboutsixweeks very recently been, or are likely to be exposed,
tiated trib s appearance in this city, and has and persisted in until local influences are removed,ens, ute from the homes of several of our and the epidemic condition of the atmosphere hasteth 'an having to contribute on the four- passed, I am well convinced that the disease can1d sti tt rlmonth to its death-dealing influence. thereby be in a great measure prevented.

t "the Stern tyrant on his heartless round" The following is my favourite application, variedifor.. own the innocents of our lovely in strength according to age and circumstances:Presentla With itS more than Italian clime. At R Liquor, ferri, subsulph........ gij.4ard the hear of its march in various directions Acid, carbolic... . . ...... gr. x.dobt th interior of the State, and there little Glycerine............. 3 vi. M.

ea Will ere long be remembered in SIG.-Apply with a large sized camel's hair brush
l not, in arts of the coast. to all parts of the throat every three hours.upo i th a running communication like this, By the application of the above mixture to-ease tndere etiology or pathology of the gether with the administration of the remediesavouring toconsideration, nor do I propose already mentioned, the devolopment of the diseasen determine whether it is a local or is frequently prevented-the exudation having
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taken place is so charred and disintegrated by it for development. My own observation and o tas to cause its exfoliation-further deposition.is perience tend to disprove this assertion--e t
better prevented by it than anything else known variations being wholly dependent upon t rto me at least. It is easily applied and with as peculiar epidemic constitution of the atmosphe o
little discomfort to the patient as any of the existing at the date of the attack. Like prodUt fi
remedies usually prescribed for this purpose When like. Scarlatina will no more produce mease il
considerable pain exists, or when the glands of the than small-pox will originate diphtheria ; neithe 1throat and neck are swollen, the application of can an acorn any more be made to grow il
the tincture of iodine gives manifest relief. Of produce a peach than an orange a tree ; its produc acourse a host of other applications and remedies must be an oak. As every kind of fermentatio t(are freqently resorted to with signal benefit and has its peculiar fungus and each fungus its a)and with just as signal failure in malignant cases. peculiar germ, so each disease must be gener ti

But let me say a word regarding the quarantin- by its own pe.iuliar germ. Those germs live a iring of houses and localities into which the disease float in the atmosphere for a longer or sho rt
bas gained entrance. That it is contagious no one period of time according to its normal or abnori ti1will, I presume, attempt to disprove. If, however, condition. Quarantine early and effectually, d
any of your readers still doubt, let me refer them much may thus be done in preventing the dto the discussion and decision of the Suffold semination of the seeds of disease until the Ce 4<District Medical Society, published in a recent demic influence lias passed. Remove all caUd inumber of the london Lancet. But above all, let tending to render the surrounding atmos0p litsuch doubting ones read and carefully digest the impure; above all, let us remember that " C1e t r
lecture of Professor Tyndall, on " Fermentation ness is next to godliness." tu
and its bearing upon the phenomena of disease," be
recently delivered before the Science Lecture sh
Association of Glasgow. Here is food for reflection of
pregnant with some of the greatest benefits which THE ABUSE OF HYPODERMIC INJ
bas ever been conferred on man. But to return, TIONS 0F MRPHIA (MORPHIOM th,if, as affirmed, diphtheria be contagious, why not Dr. EDWARD LEvINSTEIN, in "Bulletin General de Sb
quarantine houses infected with this disease as well peutique," April 3Oth.
as those in which small-pox is known to exist. (Translated by J. Williams). er
You have recently had vour epidemic of small-pox, Allow me to draw your attention to an affec r0more notably in Montreal, and you quarantined for which I can find no more suitable nanie t
infected bouses, and we do so likewise-even this "Morphiomania." It bas not yet found a P p t
day a yellow flag in a certain locality upon one in our books, and only a few observations 0
of our streets indicates the existence there of the, have been collected (see Fiedler and Hirsch,0 bit
latter disease and the propriety of giving it a wide in Kunze's Zeitsch/riftfur Praktische Medcinl, I th
bert. 1The history of this affection is short ; it t

Where scarlatina exists you isolate as far as from the time when subcutaneous injection5  at1practicable those who are unprotected by a the process of Pravaz became popular, ael1 to
previous attack of the disease. With measels, spite of the shortness of time it bas reached h,
or other infectious or contagious disease the same gerous proportions. Morphiomania arises e
rule prevails ; and who that has practiced medicine the abuse of injections of morphia, and the re ffPrt
for many years bas not become conscious, directly of this abuse are disorder of the entire ne
or indirectly of the communicability of puerperal system. The producers and propagators Of ha.
fever? Why not then quarantine a bouse infected disease are those physicians who, in affec
of diphtheria as well as one in which either more or less painful and of great length, Co
of the diseases enumerated exists. It is surely allowed their patients to inject themselves
as fatal when epidemic, as either of them. It morphia under the skin ; and it bas been 1
is said that there are different forms of the disease, gated more still, by those who know the relie
each form depending upon its own peculiar germ duced, but not the dangers.
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se asli YPtOIs of morphiomania are almost the morphia to lull bert sthoas of dipsomana; the analogy of these caused by the danthe deaseu extends even to the delirium. In her family were edelirium1
ritm tr tremens of alcohol and im the deli- years, she had injechallucinaens of morphia, the trembling and the phia daily. The pa
fectionsthe re pathognomonic ; in the two af- ing condition :-th
hnteste inflammation of the lungs, of the reflex excitability wî

The ife etc follow a course equally serious. exalted and pervert
in Yorphioaessentially in the following particulars : spasms and drynessas apyhiornania, the mania does not supervene constipation, and thSa PsYchi form of the disease, and in opposition being contracted, Nai st il observed in dipsomania, the victims are remarkably deep re05t excy
tivat clsively from the higher and more cul- slightest exertion, anired classes. To those who use injections of to such an extent ti* opllia feU
re eentl1, they become indispensable in his -linen several tithey8 very mental or physical uneasiness, and though intelligentoes tt themselves to morphia as the drunkard points, had no tastePals, th eir liquor. They lull to sleep their mental and exhausted, andoyans d asomestic troubles and their social an- 23, had a leaden-g40ances.a

fiorniogglas the alcoholic drinker does with his were scarcely largerlibs t glass, so they strengthen their unsteady struation had ceasetreted anthorphia; and when this has been ex- hyperæsthesia and nture ( and the sensation of depression and of tor- erings of the tertiane(as after the excretion of alcohol), places ble; she had a speciatere thern their miserable position and their The menory and juf t. Intellectual and corporal life, a new dose both.
Which Poison enables them to forget their misery, At once I denied
the interv ay i part of spontaneous origin. But husband. As for t
Portab 'als during which they can lead a sup- quantity daily, so thaseorter lif without the use of morphia become tirely at the fourteen
reases nd shorter ; the craving for morphia in- the suppression. the

euds Costant y; the fearful chain which sur- degree of irritabilitythey theni onfines them more and more, until himself beyond expletely d ieincapable of resistance and are com- pulse; he had shiv

bie at' 11 relate the history of three cases, fits. Te second da5he ce for t remarka- and so feeble that itthey Co t e large doses and the long time the bath, and to clotl%fided tonminued :-A woman and her husband, night he had diarrhœ
Spofesso MYcare by Dr. Gunther of Dresden, for fourteen days;the Schoe eVstpial of Berlin, were admitted first days, there wercJîy e75. Therg Asylum (Berlin) on the 19th the head, and vomitibe a 875c The husband was 38 years old, had bore himself as one
hev. a" y he and was solidly built. Ten years morphia, he knocked

a atic in had learned to use morphia for etc. Doses of three
i nected d and during the last five years he no sleep during the fiIie had aily one gramme of morphia acetate. three following days,

e, agfsuffred for somé time from hepatic creased, and there wa
ha. The Wich she had used injections of and vertigo. On thecation Tfe war of 1870-71 taught ber another the patient commen

sof it use. She addicted herself to ease. Four days afte

139

grief; and to forget the anxiety
gers to which the members of
xposed. During the last five
ted eight decigrammes of mor-
tients had reached the follow-
e husband had lost sleep, his
as increased, his sensibility was
ted, e had neuralgia, muscular
of the tongue. There was no
e pupil of the eye, instead of

was dilated. The face had a
d color ; le perspired at the
nd even when in repose, and
at he was obliged to change

mes a day. The patient, al-
and well informed on many

for anything; he was stupid
felt himself ill. His wife, aged
rey complexion ; her pupils
than the head of a pin. Men-
d four years before. She had
euralgia as well as violent shiv-
type. Her appetite was fee-
al repugnance to animal food.
Igment were well preserved in

the morphia completely to the
he woman, I diminished the
t the use of it had ceased en-
th day. The first day after
man presented a very great
; he twisted and wrenched
ression if one only felt his
erings and painful coughing
y he was very much depressed
was necessary to carry him to
ie and unclothe him. In the
a, which continued afterwards
ith the diarrhœa, during the

symptoms of congestion in
ng from time to time. He
without hope; he begged for
on the doors and windows,

grammes of chloral produced
rst three nights. During the

the sensibility was yet in-
s hypermsthesia of the scalp,

last of these days, however,
ced to eat and feel more at
r the treatment commencL,
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the patient slept without chloral, but with inter- vomiting which continued eight days. During tb<
ruptions; during the hours of sleeplessness in the first five days, he was entirely deprived of slee'
night he was agitated, and during the day de. and had illusions of the vision. The fourth
pressed. At the end of the second week there there was trembling of the muscles of the face,
was cessation of the psychic and somatic effect of the tongue and members; speech was difflCO4
the suspension of the morphia, with the exception and he had convulsive spasms. The fifth day
of an increase of sensibility. The temperature speech became more difficult, the uneasiness a
did not undergo abnormal variation during the hallucinations of vision increased and weakefl 1
treatment. The patient gained 2,500 grammes in the patient. His voice was hoarse, discordant
weight during the four weeks. hesitating, and his appearance was that of wee'

With the woman, the successive reduction of ness or depression. During the fifth night, th
the injected morphia was accompanied by an in- patient, in sitting down on his bed, fell sudde'l
crease of reflex irritability, and extreme feeling of backwards on the pillow ; respiration slackeîl t
uneasiness and loss of strength. She did not and became difficult and panting. He had tb
sleep, and when she was in bed it seemed to her facies hzypocratigue. At the end of half an 1 i
that she was constantly falling. There were con- the pulse and respiration returned, but he renIai0' il
vulsive movements of the members, and neuralgia one remove from a collapse. The sixth daY il
of the genitals and of the bladder. She avoided slept half an hour, and the seventh, after a ci
her bed, because in lying there she was seized by affusion, an hour and a half. Until the eigho ti
with painful contractions of the arms. After the day he vomited all his food ; then his apPet rk
daily dose of morphia had been reduced to five returned and the vomiting ceased. The ninth d u
centigrammes, a moderate diarrhea supervened, the patient felt more at ease, said that he had "' fo
which lasted eight days; it was accompanied with desire for morphia, and only felt the want of sec th
anxiety, vertigo, palpitations of the heart and red- There was, on the fourth night, an elevation Of b>
ness of the face. The patient, an intelligent and temperature to 38°5c. An almost daily exa80
well informed woman, mourned and wept like a tion of the urine in the two first cases, showed, tbP
child, was much excited and demanded morphia first two days after the suppression of the morpi .a
incessantly. At the end of three days the redness a deviation of the plane of polarization to the le a
of the face disappeared the patient was very fee- Also, Trommer's test, applied during the 0 sh
ble in standing, and complained of suffering from weeks of observation, gave, in the two case thS
pain in the region of the stomach and liver. Ten reduction of the hydrated oxide of copper. ' o
days after the complete suspension of the morphia the third case, there was no change in the POîf e
the menses appeared and followed a normal course. zation, but Trommer's test gave the same result
Ilaving remained four weeks under treatment, she in the other cases. The reduction could not
left the establishment happy and satisfied, having due to the chloral, because the woman had V
gained 2,000 grammes in weight. it very seldom, and the last patient not at all. 0

'he third patient was a man of 32, strongly The symptoms of morphiomania are so distioco Pr(
built, with pale yellowish skin and hollow eyes. defined in these cases, that it is not necessary wo
The pupils were dilated ; there was no constipa- describe them specially. It is worthy of rerq Otb
tion ; and no power of venery for the last six that the abuse of morphia produces almO5 

.,do
months. Three months previously he injected same pathological phenomena as those abmore than a gramme of morphia daily. On the which it is employed as a remedy. HypeIs bh1
9 th of October. lie entered the Asylum to be cured sia, neuralgia, sleeplessness, anxiety, depreso 0
of his habit of using morphia, for he had lost his and irritability are at once conquered afiK th,
appetite and sleep, and was troubled with abun- duced by morphia. Again, when morphia it Pt
dant vomiting every morning. The use of mor- denly, or, little by little, suspended, there is, the
phia was suspended at once. Twelve hours after- the first days, a considerable aggravation of tre
wards, there was depression, feebleness, melan- complaint, especially of the cerebro-spinal 0e
aiol and clonic convulsions. ''he next day there system and the vaso-motor (feebleness O» baril
was dliarrhoa, which lasted nine days, and violent trembling, shivering, deep redness of the face
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epirato

no. a cat on ail the bod). I w s thatprog quently it is necessary to keep the patient in bed,p eatOns of morpliomaia I will say, that out and, during the first eight days, to employ somea grea iti-nber f patients, have only seen 25 stimulating wine ; it is even necessary for womenther Ct. Of cures ; in a great number of cases to take large doses of alcoholic liquors at thatuas a relapse In two cases, 1 have seen period. As we have seen in the case of the thirdth p i'loe ymrsu ndeabuse Of morphia followed by marasmus and patient, the collapse may become grave enough toker; aon Others committed suicide. Five were endanger life. The danger is combatted by sub-Whaders afong ivas a colleague, cutaneous injection of hq. ammonie anisatas",aio had read in a work on materia medica that followed immediately by an injection of 15 milli-t aso Was ar antidote against norphia; she used grammes of morphia. If during the first forty-eightha rernedy and perished from It hours after the suspension of the morphia the17 in the sus nt of morphiomania consists princi- patient neither moans nor laments, if he is capablet is peepension of gorphial; sudden cessa- of eating during the first days, and if his counten-
gs Preferable to the graduai process. The ance is animated, it is certain spite of his

organî 5  
,i sit f ition b upports a sudden and decided interven- denials, that he has used morphia ; the smallnesssurgicl than that which acts slowly, as we see of the pupils and absence of diarrhoea will veryrgiça and obstetrical operations. The treat- soon confirm this belief.

Claetots the personal attention of the physi- The distress, the sleeplessness, the despair whichthato the patients, and it is a difficult and affect the patients during the first three days, arenalesf task. To wean inveterate morphio- so grave, that it is necessary the physician shouldarenlacs fror their drug is impossible, unless they profoundly penetrated by the duty he has im-forbidded, as prisoners. While the morphia is posed on himself to regard calmly those sufferings,thef1 (n it s necessary to isolate them and have and have neither ear nor heart for despair, lamen-by al l hed by intelligent persons, inaccessible tations and tears. The attempts at suicide on the, pton. It is dîfficult to find these per- part of the patients, as their unfortuuate mental$aties, in tse some bring morphia secretly to the disposition urges them, should be watched andcannot rI the hope of recompense, and others prevented. Prolonged baths should be given, atulffe. resist the pathetic supplications and cruel once as a remedy against neuralgia which appearst'1"ld of the patients. The doors and windows during the period of abstinence, and to provokehoud be closed against all communication with sleep during the night, and if the collapse is not tooasaoutshde eVorld. The dress of the patients, the great, they may be combined with cold affusions.S aand the closets of their chambers, should be Diarrhea, which, in ail the cases observed by me,teic- d from time to time, because it is charac- supervened almost always immediately after theýIkh Of an l who come willingly or unwillingly to suppression of the morphia, is not an obstacle totha establishment, that they carry a large dose the treatment except when it becomes fatiguing.111Jectioheln as weil as one or more syringes for Injection of the rectum, two or three times a day,prolnises, The physician should not rely on the using from one to three litres of water at blood heat,Word of or the most solemn assurances, or the helps to calm the symptom. Vomiting, which inother honor of the patients. Morphiomania, as certain cases appears during the first days of ab-dul the o rms part of the character of the stinence, and which does not yield to any remedy,do a t est educated, and tntelligent men for it is necessary to exclude narcotics from theavsici d ny means or ruse to deceive the treatment, demands that nourishment be adminis,t' ght iand preserve the morphia they have tered by the rectum. The nutritive injections ofthe Phy swith them, or procured from another. If Leube are very useful in these circumstances.ent; if he is energetic, watches constantly bis As morphiomania has affinities with dipsomania,these are he las influence over bis assistants and the use of wine and alcoholic liquors should nottreatare honest, the most diflicult part of the be entirely forbidden, but ouglit to be allowedenyw hccomplished in eight days.
orphia ours after the suspension of the * Px, Alcohol sp. gr. 0-833, 12 oz. by weight.

a collapse habitually occurs, conse- Li.. Ammon. sp. gr. 0-960, 3 o
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only from time to time when the patients begin to hands of a physician, the method of subcutanetake regular food. The subsequent treatment must injections is a benefit to the human race ; in tbbe regulated by the general state of the patient. hands of the ignorant, it is a calamity. I conclud"Fresh air, nourishing food, and iron preparations, gentlemen, by requesting you to consider this lie'will soon renev the shattered system. Neverthe- form of disease. If you use your influence in Y0Uless above all, it is necessary, even before the end teaching and your writings, then, and only theof the third week of treatment, to provide some will its development be arrested.physical and especially some mental occupation
for the patients. Experience teaches that the ggrygg ggg*gg
use of morphia, internally or by subcutaneous in-
jections, as long as it is administered by the physi- TUE LONDON HOSPITALS.
cian himself, does not conduce to morphiomania,
and that that affection develops itself when the phy- To the Editor of the CANnA LANCET.
sician prescribes injections of morphia, and confides SIR.-As many Canadian students probably
the administration of it to those who attend the in view à visit to Great Britain, an account o f
sick. The reason we have often heard given for is to be seen in the London Hospitaîs may dthis fact, (that the physician is prevented from mak- interest to some of your readers. The first questiing the injection himself,) is not valid ; he can then to be thought of is the passage over, and the sttd
content himself with the internal administration of will find a great many lines of ocean steamstip
morphia, because, although the effect may be de- choosefrom, the cabin fares ranging from $50
layed a little if it is given by the rectum, or on an $8o. Having experienred a more or less pleaempty stomach, it relieves the pain and produces voyage, we will suppose he as arrived it
sleep as much as does the injection under the skin. me'ropolis of the world, and bas set npat S0o
The use of morphia internally is not accompanied hotel for a day or two, either Armfields in Finsb'iby that sensation of happiness, altogether useless, Circus, or in any of those near Westminster
which makes that substance a source of pleasure to next task will be to find apartments, and prefere
the patients, and encourages them to continue the should be had for the vicinity of the hospitause of it. proposes to attend. He may arrange to have tThe suggestions and objections made when I his meals at the apartments, or partly there Ilread a memoir on this subject to the Congress of dinner at a restaurant, and if he can secure a roo ÈNaturalists at Gratz, were principally the follow- mate so much the better. Board can be thus ting :-On the one hand, there can be no reason tained for from $4 to $6 per week. It is advisa il
for confiding the injection to persons who attend though not absolutely necessary, to attach hi" Ithe patients; there may be exceptions to this, but to some one hospital, and Canadians usually Pas a rule, we are convinced of the disadvantages St. Thomas'. This hospital contains 572 beds, A
which follow the practice. On the other hand, we consists of six blocks appropriated to the recee<
suggest that a law be enacted, forbidding druggists of patients, one for the administrative and 0O
and apothecaries, under penalty of severe punish- offices, and a separate one for the medical sch r
ment, from selling morphia to unauthorized per. These blocks, though connected by corridors, Sta
sons. An analogous law exists already, and never- apart so as to afford free exposure in every directi tI
theless a great number of apothecaries sell morphia St. Thomas' Hospital is really the first in aPÇ p
to whoever demands it. Besides, it is often im- ance, though it does not contain as many patie
possible to render them responsible, because they as some of the older hospitals, but there are c
are often themselves deceived by false prescrip- students, and therefore greater opportunities f 0tions. Considering the danger which menaces taining appointments, etc. At this institot
society by the extension of the disease, it was re- Canadian graduates are admitted to all the lect
garded as the duty of every physician to make the hospital practice, use of library, and the privileo
injections of morphia personally. The busy prac- becoming dressers, obstetric clerks, etc. for $5jrtitio&er can limit himself to the internal use of receiving a perpeluai ticket. For the sanie adv$
morphia, if he cannot comply with this. In the tage at Guys' he would have to pay $200.
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SUPPOse then that he has taken out a ticket for St. arrived at the bedside he calls some name on his
rhorlnas' and is ready to begin work. On Monday list, and asks the student to come forward and ex-
tnlornig at 8.30 or 9 he will find a number of amine the case. The primary questions " howStldents waiting in the grand hall for the medical long have you been ill," and " what do you com-O$fcera

Mtheand he may choose to go round the wards plain of " are asked, and he is directed in his ex-
ieher the physician Dr. Peacock, or the sur- amination of the case until all the symptoms are

ontrMr. McCormac. We will suppose that he is elicited, a diagnosis is then asked, and its defence
towhrt in surgery, and follows Mr. McCormac, required, and finally the prognosis and treatment.
an who~ a certain number of patients are allotted, One or two cases are gone through every Wednes-

agndWo are visited every Monday and Thursday. day and Saturday in this way, after which the otherfadalen ward, devoted to female venereal diseases patients are seen and the result of previous treat-an first Visited, cases examined, and prescribed for, ment noted. A large stock of valuable information
thernarks are made on every special case. Then and experience is thus elicited, and no Canadian
tother wards are gone through, questions on diag- should neglect a regular attendence on Murchison's
ciand treatment being asked of students, points clinics during his stay in London. In the after-

bergical anatomy referred to, or the latter may noons of Wednesday and Saturday, operations are
rade to mark out with pen and ink on some performed at St. Thomas', usually from two to six

tient the incisions and ligations, cutting of cases presenting for operation ; and among the sur-teldon8, amputations, etc., This occupies his time geons perhaps Mr. Sidney Jones is the most
and;1 tr 'clock when the library may be visited, brilliant operator. Two afternoons in the week

edicl.re e will fid a very large collection of Mr. Liebricli attends to ophthalmic out-patients

At rl-works, text-books, and periodicals. and afterwards operates. Great facilities for using
c P. M. the out patients are seen, and Mr. the ophthalmoscope are afforded ; pathological ap-

Mnda Mason, assistant surgeon attends on pearances in each case being explained by means
hyy and Thursday ; while Dr. Ord assistant of plates and drawings on the blackboard ; and

greatian attends to the medical department. A frequently the patient is adjusted to a fixed oph-
grat tany patients receive advice and medicine thalmoscope, so that the student can be sure of not

terialusly m this way, and plenty of interesting mistaking the appearance in disease. Every day
ulcers or study is afforded. The pathology of Drs. Jervis and Cory, alternately attend the out-
des turnors, hernia, etc. is explained, and stu- patients suffering from diseases peculiar to women.rtsare questioned on points of diagnosis and Here the student bas every facility offered for

the ta- Excellent opportunities are afforded digital examination ; introduction of speculum;
atientd under Dr. Peacock, and in the out passing of uterine sound ; and application of pess-

aftectoepartment under Dr. Ord for examining aries. On two mornings Dr. Jervis visits the ob-
sÎcpiols of the heart and lungs, and the micro- stetric wards and operates. Here the student lias

s tile and chemical examination of the urine. opportunities of seeing the galvanic cautery used in
hen a Will thus be occupied until about 4 P.M., removing tumors from the cervix ; vesico-vaginal

reveal a lsit to the post-mortem department may fistulæ closed, etc.
%, th oe înteresting study in pathology,, or Every morning a surgeon and a physician goes
the e diagnosis of some case previously seen in round the wards; and every afternoon out-patients

o)I rdrte There are from one to three post- are attended to by the assistant-surgeons and phy-
rUinutelday nty, and the pathologist goes most sicians, and the cards of new patients are often dis-

o nto each case. tributed among the students, Who examine the

ber fnesday morning there are usually a great cases, write down the symptoms, and give a diag-
rchso udents waiting at the entrance for Dr. nosis to be afterwards criticized seriatim by the

eversol,'G well-known for his classical work surgeon wlhen lie examines the case and prescribes.the LiO Great 3ritain," and "Functional diseases It will be well for the graduate at the time he takes
ays q .g lie bas a list of students whom lie out his ticket, to put down his name for the first
ed by SPeak, and anyone can have their name vacancy which occurs as dresser and obstetricPeaking to the house-surgeon. Having clerk, students undertaking the duties of these
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offices in succession. We will suppose his time to
act as obstetric clerk has arrived. He takes up bis
quarters in the hospital and occupies a roorn in the
upper story of the main building, in which is at-
tached a gong worked by electricity from the
porter's lodge. The first week he acts as assistant
obstetric clerk, the second week as obstetric clerk,
getting every case which comes to the hospital,
while his assistant gets those which come during
bis absence. Stray cases coming when both are out
are sent to students boarding near by, who have
left their names with the porter. A stray " bob,"
(shilling) occasionally to the porter will secure
plenty of these. No lying-in cases are admitted
into the wards, but cards which have been pre-
viously given are brought to the hospital when the
woman takes sick, and they are attended to by the
obstetric clerks for a mile around in every direction.
If any difficulty occurs the resident accoucheur is
sent for, who is a graduate of some British college,
and takes the responsibility of applying forceps,
turnng, etc., and often allows the student to operate
himnself. The resident accoucheur at the present
time is a Canadian, (Dr. Millman.) During the
two weeks of bis obstetric clerkship, the student is
boarded free of charge, and has great facilities for
acquiring a practical knowledge of obstetrics, over
40 cases being known to have been attended
during the above time. A certificate, like a
diploma, may be obtained when 50 cases have been
attended.

When bis turn for out-door dresser arrives,
he attends the assistant-surgeon, whom be bas
chosen, for three months, on two days of the
week. Here be finds plenty to do in the way of
bandaging, strapping, opening abscesses, ligating
nævi etc. On certain days he takes his turn in the
casualty departnent where the bouse surgeon re-
ceives accidents and casualties, and here the
student is busy stitching and dressing wounds, ap-
plying splints, bandaging and strapping. If he is
fortunate enough to secure an indoor dressership,
he is appointed for three months to take charge of
cases in the wards under the surgeon to whom he
is attached. During this time he acts as no. i
dresser for one week, when he is boarded in the
Hospital, and gets the first call to all accidents
and casaulties. If the case is serious the house-
surgeon is called, and the case may be admitted into
the wards, to be under the dresser's care for the

time be acts as such. He will in this capacity ha<
opportunities for performing many operations.o
minor surgery and become familiar with bandagio
and the application of every variety of spliDe
Another advantage in living close to the hospitali
that be can be sent for at niglht to see operatiOI
for strangulated hernia, and accidents requiriM
immediate surgical interference.

A clinical clerkship to the physicians is MOrt
easily obtained, and as such he keeps the histOIi
of each important case in a book furnished hifli fof
that purpose, takes temperatures, examines UrD0
etc. The student, if he bas time, will derive nfich
benefit from an ophthalmoscopic clerkship, clerklto
the physician for diseases of women, or a pathOle

gical clerkship, in which capacity be assists tbe
pathologist in making post-mortem examination

A great deal about skin diseases may be lear0i
from Dr. Payne on Thursday afternoon.

As to the lectures, be will find that they are
rule not superior to those of his Canadian P
fessor, and as he is already, we suppose, stockc
with the principles of bis profession, he will l
more advantage in spending bis time in the

hospital at practical work. However, Dr.
chisons' lectures on the " Practice of Mediciiel
are well worth attending, and le should take
notes. These lectures are very clear, concise, 0

systematic.
In London each Medical School is attached t

an hospital-theory and practice are combined
and the lectures are divided into a winter and
summer session. Thus in summer, materia rmedi&
midwifery, botany, medical jurisprudence, ai
practical chemistry are taught; while in winter
remaining subjects are taught. The student
thus more time to attend to practical work, a
indeed, if he is attentive he may obtain a 1o

ledge of every subject of medical study in the
and out patient department.

At certain intervals, Mr. Stewart, curator, I
round the museum explaining the specimels

giving a course on pathology which is excelle
Students of St. Thomas' have also the privilege 0
certain days of attending " Bedlam " where
Williams lectures on Insanity, and then visitst
wards where the different varieties, stages, ai
treatment of insanity are referred to. The C
dian student will thus at once see the advai't,4
of attaching himself to some particular hoSP
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18th, 1876.
K. N. F.

To the Editor of the cANADA LANCET.

corres out eighteen months ago one of your

fact thPOndents called attention to the deplorable
at free trade in medicine existed in New

t o swick. Permit me to ask one or two ques-

Who Which may furnish food for thought to those
Ocare to thinI

thi5 or bout the year 186o the Legislature of
lroince passed an Act requiring all persons,

gally qualified to practice, to " Register " their
th AcI the books of a " Society " organized by
t Aiin St John. The fee for registration was
ersr dollars. Two hundred and fifty practition-
bee gistered. In a very short time this "Society"

As e defunct, and the Act practically worthless.
et cann ot learn of one instance in which the

oke refunded, I beg to ask :-Into whose

faîîllts did the three thousand dollars collected,

18 the
te8istr Probable difficulty of organizing another

kany10n affair the cause of the apathy ?
thekny Nova Scotians, instead of patiently availing
theirselves of the thorough training afforded by
cnti OVn, and other Dominion Medical Schools,
the to graduate in the United States. Since

etg Act of the Nova Scotia Legislature, t2
e the Practice of Medi:é;ne and Surgery,"
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das Thomas' offers the greatest advantageshe smalest amount, and as he will be sure to
Other Canadians here, it will be more agree-abe.

asn1e Canadians prefer the London hospital
'i perhaps affords more surgical cases, beingtuated

and In a densely populated neighbourhood,
near the docks where a great many accidents

Th ' [The fee is also the same as at St.
OII']ED.

On th thrd
at St. T her hand he will find enough experience

and 1 h horase, and as Canadians are clannish,
Pas e a stranger in a foreign land, he will find it
easanter to be where he has friends. The

ac -is Students are reticent and slow to make
cquaintances, but the Canadian at once makes

f her with his couutrymen though they may
vr e mlet before.

SIGNS OF THE FIRST STAGE. OF

PHTHISIS.

It is so all important to recognize phthisis at
its inception, that we quote the following sum-
mary from a lecture in the Lancet, by Dr. James
Edward Pollock:

The firsi stage, which consists of a filling up
of the alveoli by inflammatory or tubercular
products, is recognizable by the signs which in-
dicate altered physical conditions of a portion
of the lung. In health we hear the gentle
vesicular murmur caused by the entering air,
followed by an equally gentle expiration-sound
as the air is expelled, and the percussion-note is
even on both sides. The voice scarcely esounds
through the elastic air-tubes but communicates
a gentle purr or fremitus to the hand when applied
to the chest-walls. But if a portion of lung be
solidified surrounding a pervious air-tube, all this
is altered. There is a dull note on precussion, be-
cause less air is under the finger. The entering
air-sound may be feeble, harsh, or Ierky and inter-
rupted; the expiration sound is prolonged unduly;
while the voice sounds are propagated to the ear
as through a tube, and the heart's sounds are also
conducted. Now these are common to the first
stage of phthisis, but why ? All that auscultation
can tell you, is that a portion of the lung has
several of its physical conditions altered, but of
the natpre of the product which so alters them it
can tell you nothing. That knowledge can only
come to you by a study of the other relations of
your case. Let us try these alterations by their
m eaning.

Feeble respiration may be due to obstruction in
one or more bronchioles, by pressure on their
walls or narrowing of their calibre ; by any ob-
stacle to air entering, as a turnor or a foreign body
in the bronchus ; by anything which increases the
distance of the lung from the ear, as effusion
into the pleura or by a thickened pleura ; and
by emphysema which impairs the elasticity of the
lulig.

Harsh breath-sounds may be due to thickening of
the walls of the air-cells, whereby their elasticity
is impaired, by induration causing pressure on the

Nova Scotian United States' graduates are swarm-

into the Province of New Brunswick. Why is

this thus ?
These questions may be easily and satisfactorily

answered-but I should like to see them answered.

A NEw BRUNSWICKER.

November 23rd, 1876.
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alveoli, and by dryness of the mucous membrane operation proposed for the cure of this graveof the bronchi. order is so simple, the success to be anticipat

in o/th dre.piration depends on a difference seems so probable and so complete, that I thiflin the density and an alteration in the elasticity important to show that in the hands of others thddf the lung, whereby a sound naturally feeble is the author of the method, the results may beldeveloped and rendered more audible brilliant, that in the most accomplished handS,The broncdal or tubular character of the breath- deed, this treatment may cause undue irritationsounds and voice is caused by the increased suppuration, and death.conducting power of the solidified lung, and Prof. Dittel, of the general hospital here whooexcessive audibility of the heart-sounds means the experience in diseases of the uretha, and particularlsamae. of the prostate, is probably unsurpassed, bas 11OThe immy or intcrrupted inspiration sound is been slow to try the method of Heine, and asonly valuable when permanent and conjoined with followinw case has been under rny own daily obs'tother sounds which indicate solidification, as a ation during the greater part of its history oiewhiffy or tubular character of breathing. It is been perhaps the more impressed with its Iaprobably caused by alterations in the elasticity of ing. St
the alveoli and their irregular expansions. The patient entered Prof. Dittel's wards theNow, if you can group several of these signs of last November, with simple hypertrophy ef thin any one case, and if dulness co-exists, and the prostate, as easily relieved by the catheter 0space presenting this phenomenon be limited in as otherwise in good condition. The caseextent and one-sided, you may be sure that some thougt to be a good one for the methodi ssolidifying alteration has taken place in and around tion. Accordingo n the solution as recod inthe alveoli of that part of the lung. But if this by Heine, containing pout. iod. 3 recommcondition be preceded by a slight loss of flesh '- aqua dest. ij., was prepared, and f 00sub-febrile symptoms, and with dry cough or a of it at two different times, a d a few daysroscanty flocculent expectoration, you may be pretty were injected into the body of the prostate.psure that you are dealing with the early stage of irritation or reaction followed immediatelyphthisis. But you only know your patient's present before the time for the third injection inflaistate; the future is masked, or may be altered by tory symptoims showed themselves. ictUativarious other agents than those now evident to tas afterwards detected in the prostate and theyou. Physical evidence is always true, but the scess opened. ' mthe inflammation continued teinference may not alw.ays be correct. I have crease and spread peri-prostatitis. peri- uretriti'pointed out to you that even from this state of and peri-urethritic abscess superveied ; peri-pr'tthings there may be recovery ; the alveoli may titis bringing up the rear of this long, upileiocollapse, the chest-walls fall in, the norbid product train. On the 3 thof January it became neces

of the lung undergo degenerative change, dry up, sary to perform supra pubic puncture of the bland le expectorated, and a little flatness and der, which afforded not only temporary relief, bdulness alone betray the nature of the attack.- induced considerable general improvement, nefedical Reyorter. enough, however, to allow the supra-pubic rou
to be dispensed with. The battle was fought 'vd
bravery and great patience by both surgeon l
patient ; there was certainly not another case InIODINE INJECTIONS IN HYPERTRO- the wards the management of which was so trotubl, tPHIED PROSTATE. some and tedious. The patient gradually S0 tunder his many complications, however, and oThe reported success of Heine of Prague, backed the ioth of July died.up by his six published cases of alleged cure of On examining the prostate, I found the seaehypertrophied prostate, seems alike so brilliant and two old aiscesses correspondi to the points We

encouraging, many a surgeon has doubtless waited the injections had been made. the other lwh Cwith some impatience for fitting opportunities to were recorsed as suppurative prostatitis, herProshow bis triumph. tatitis, pyeitis, and nephritis." tIt nay be scarcely necessary to state that the I an informed that in the other instances .nethod of treatment recommended by Heine con- in which Prof. Dittel has tried this method, a csists in the use of iodine, not simply in the manner scesses have resulted. My friend, Prof Dittel, ¢e eso long ago proposed, but by injections into the tainly is more than satisfied not to try the niethbody of the hypertrophied prostate. Heine claims again, but to leave it to others with a different efor this treatment : 1st, that it does not cause sup- perience. tpuration nor undue irritation ; 2nd, that it induces Having seen in the NEW YORK MEDICALdi mution of the hypertrophy, and of course the CORD (which, by the by, is distinguished for itsbladder trouble consequent upon it. The little gular appearance on the files here) an accoUnt0
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at fr'ucces of this method, as well as its freedom 4th. When it has been protracted over several
c : reade rsanger, it is not unlikely that some of its days.

r al»os aay be tempted to incur unwittingly risks I have, therefore, in order to guard as far as
be So t as disastrous to themselves as to the patient. possible against the serious results recorded by

nds, i et u do not presume to condernu the treat- others as following attempts to dilate the uterus,ritatio it Pl'n the limited evidence in hand, I think laid down for myself the following rules, which I
facts asraant to add, and that without delay, the can recommend with confidence to others -

ho t xceedi ove given, which without comment serve i. Never to dilate the cervix uteri for the cure
varly esiog well to illustrate the other side of the of dysmenorrhoea or sterility depending on a nar-

c51 o carefl to teach a caution which cannot be row cervical canal or conical cervix.
asthe observed.-Dr. Howard in Mid. 2. Never to dilate in cases in which a large and

bserf dense intramural fibroid presses on and partially
Ihave obliterates the cervical canal.

ON 2. Never to use metallic dilators of any kind,
DILATATION OF THE UTERUS. but to choose for the purpose either sponge or sea-

ste 2 rsL tangle tents, which expand slowly and gradually.
f the edi ombe Atthill, in his address on obstetric 4. Never to continue the process of dilatation

rn aid Say3 before the British Medical Association, for more than forty-eight hours. I prefer, in the
se ,O h arn few cases 1 have met with in which, after the lapse

se ata Weil aware that by some practitioners the of that timne, the cervix was not sufficiently openedid adthe17 of the uterus is still looked on with dread, to suit the purpose I had in view, to postpone
odf 4 the eaattempt, if made at ail, is undertaken with all operative interference for some weeks, rather

rdo etese hesitation I can only say that I be. than risk the result by prolonging the dilating pro-
r d 0  Care betak fears to be groundless, and that, if due cess.

0  11etho ten to select suitable cases, and proper With respect to the first of these rules, I look
but the treat carrying out the process be adopted, upon the treatment of what is termed " mechan-

rY , ment is a safe as well as justifiable one. ical dysmenorrhœa " by dilatation as altogether
aut bas bee xperience of the dilatation of the uterus a mistake. I doubt if any permanent benefit has
uthe ar '»dee great. I have practised it very frequently, ever resulted from it ; while in several cases grave

to le in ring the last ten years, and as yet, in no symptoms, and in one death, have, to my know-1 O9  ha einsta,,
thrit e n Ce as a bad symptom followed, nor ledge, followed the attempt. Equally, it is of im-

rost$ tept 2e Once been compelled to abandon the portance not to prolong the dilating process. My

easap aCcuracy But I am far frQm throwing doubt on the own experience in the treatment of uterine disease
eces' haVrcy of the statements made by others, who requiring dilatation leads me to this conclusion
bld ~rus orded the occurence of alarming symp- that unpleasant symptoms are likely to occur in a

'u tr»n>* r tven of death, as consequent on the at- direct ratio to the length of time over which the
ed prepa rO dilate the cervix uteri; and I am quite process of dilatation extends. Again, I have
roV aiare for the possible occurence of such, for known death to follow the attempt to dilate the
to~ »th st triware that cases must occur in which the uterus in a case where a large fibroid of dense

å steris r8 exciting cause will be followed by structure, giving rise to menorrhagia, and causing
n eg fürehYn ptoms, though no grounds existed be- intense pain, was developed in the uterus, and en-

bC thut th or anticipating the occurence of such. croached on the cervical canal. In such cases
s at whenare exceptional, and I believe, as a rule, dilatation is doubly objectionable, because the pro-

the D'Sces serious symptoms arise, either during cess is useless as well as dangerous ; useless, be-vit ter or in consequcnce of dilatation of the cause you will generally fmd that any attempt at
abll sub' , they do so either because an unsuit- operative interference fron the interior of the

eat te tre ject has been selected in whom to practice uterus will be impossible ; and dangerous, because
rying tent, or an unwise method adopted for inflammation is liable to follow, and that, too, in

s ses -vout. On examining the records of the patients in the worst possible condition for resist-
th e ed tch serious or unpleasant symptoms ing the attack.--ed. Reporter.

Shae e attemipt to dilate the uterus, I find
delst. Eithenerally occurred when practiced- DEEP INJECTIONS OF CHLOROFORM IN THE

endin er for the relief of dysmenorrheea TREATMENT OF INvETERATE SCIATICA. - This
t 11 the existence of a narrow cervical method of treatment, first practised by Collins and

t . by When t•3artholow, consists of an introduction of an hypo-
trea fibrodthe cervical canal is encroached on dermic syringe-needle to as great a depth as pos-

S Of large size and vnyielding struc- sible into the buttock or thigh, and the injection of
tsme' eari When th from thirty to fifty drops of pure chloroform. Col-
tl t ir, Process has been attempted to be lins (Schmidt's 7ahrbuch, 1875) reported rapid and

nt O 0t it rapidly by means of metalhic dilators, definite cures of inveterate sciatica, which had re-
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sisted the majority of the usual remedies. Among
others, lie reports the following cases : sciatica, ob-
stinate pain in the internai plantar nerve, duration
six weeks, cure after injection of thirty drops;
sciatica, six weeks' duration, cure by the first in-
jection. A third case, of three years' duration,
disappeared completely after an injection of forty
drops. Dr. Cerenville lias repeatedly tried this
treatment with the best results in old cases of
sciatica, which had beenî treated with blisters,
iodine, ail kinds of revulsives, even the actual
cautery. The injections were made into the but-
tock, thigh, and ham ; cures were obtained as rapid
as those reported by Collins ; in other cases, how-
ever, the pain returned. Cerenville noted two
phenomena incidental to these chloroform-injec-
tions. In two instances complete anæsthesia of
the leg was observed, which lasted two days, and
its disappearance was as sudden as its onset. The
puncture had been made into the middle posterior
portion of the thigh, and the injection had pro-,
bably penetrated the nerve-sheath or near it. There
was also very intense pain at the moment the
liquid penetrated. In an another case, an injec-
tion into the upper part of the ham was followed
by a very painful swelling, which yielded to appli-
cations of mercurial ointment and emollient poul-
tices. No general effects from the chloroform were
observed, nor malaise. The average quantity in-
jected each time was about fifty drops.-Bul. de
la Soc. Me. de la Suisse; A Y. Meid. 7ournal.

LISTER'S ANTISEPTIC METHOD IN

OVARIOTOMY.

BY J. MARION SIMS, M.D., NEW YORK.

Professor Lister's late visit to this country seems
to have given a new impulse to antiseptic surgery.
Van Buren lias adopted it with success, and is lec-
turing on it to his class at Bellevue with great en-
thusiasm. Stephen Snith lias also adopted it with
the same success, and is teaching it most carnest-
ly to his class at the University, and other sur-
geons must take it up. I have often wondered
why it had not been used in ovariotomy. Lister
told me it had not been done in Great Britain.
He advocated it strongly, but Spencer Wells, and
Keith have had such wonderful success in their
operations, that they did not feel justified in trying
any new method.

I would have used it long ago if I could have
found a convenient and ample spray-producer.

A fortnight ago I heard that Dr. Sass had per-
fected an apparatus, and had tested it in opera-
tions by Van Buren, Stephen Smith, and others.
1 saw Dr. Sass, and he kindly consented to bring

his apparatus, and apply the carbolic spray for O
in a case of ovariotomy.

The patient, furty-seven years of age, noticeô
tumor the size of an orange in the right iliac regio
last April. She consulted her famiy physici'
who pronounced it ovarian. On the 5th July S
went Philadelphia to see Dr. Atlee, who ga
her the same good advice. I saw her on the 20
September. I have never seen anyone so anxio"
for an operation. I dissuaded her from it, advî5

ing her to return home, and wait at least till c
spring. I told her the tumor did not weigh 1%
than ten pounds, and that an operation was o
justifiable till she vomited her food, and bega
emaciate. I saw her a month later. She declar
she had not the strength to make the jourfle
home, and that she threw up every time she t o
food. I still refused to operate. She wrote
Dr. Atlee, and he replied on the 6th Novenibt
" I can scarcely think a tumor so small can ae
your general health so seriously. But if Yg
emaciation and debility are the result of the Pre
sence of the tumor, then by ail means it should
removed." I believe her vomiting and conseque
emaciation were mainly the result of mental e
moral causes. Whatever the cause, lier declill5
strength and a recent fugitive attack of perito'n
warned me not to procrastinate the operation
longer.

The operation was donc on Thursday, the
Novem ber last. I arn particular in fixing the
because I believe it inaugurates a new departu
in ovarotomy.

Dr. Sass directed the spray, which covered ¶M
seat of operation with a delicate carbolic
The hands, sponges, and instruments were all d'
ped in carbolic water. The operation and drCo
ing lasted forty minutes, the spray being kePtt
all the time. It could have been continued.
hours, if necessary. There were no adhes
The peritoneal cavity contained six or ei
ounces of a reddisi serum. The peritoneal r
brane was everywhere deeply congested.
fact explains the presence of reddish serumle
the previous attack of peritonitis.

The pedicle was very short, and at leas t
inches broad. It was tied in three sections
strong twine, and drawn out and fixed in the l0
angle of the wound, clamp-fashion.

'lie external incision was closed by sutures9
a carbolized dressing applied.

The pulse never rose above 90, nor the teinP
ture over ioi. .g

Convalescence was fully assured in forty,
hours, and the patient is now quite well.
tumor was polycystic, on right side, and Weig
fifteen pounds. fe5'i

I hasten to lay this case before the pro.
merely to urge the adoption of Lister's antîse
method in ovariotony, which, I am sure, vill
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surgery In this operation as it has in general

r ass s apparatus answered its purpose ad-Iflirabîy
service and I think he has rendered us a great
ti bringing it before the profession at this

Med. Re:ord.

SPENCER WELLS' METHOD OF OVA-
RIOTOMY.

Cr coires pondent of the Boston Journal des-
The S e Spencer Wells' method of ovariotomy.
lnety fift itnessed was the seven hundred and

cc T ,h Operation:
Sig1 'lahose invited to attend were requested to
it'ia certificate that they had not been present
lted Saven days at a post-mortem examination,

te a dissecting-room, or treated a case of con-
2.giu disease.

a1) 2. They were then, punctually to the moment
ente, taken to an upper chamber, with bright

tPOsure to the southwest, where Mr. Wells
esthi readiness for his patient, who was already

6 etized.

nied chloride of methylene was the agent ad-
, thean o) or rather air charged with methyleneb I 4. Tha caoutchouc pump.
and The lower extremities were confined by atac across them ; the upper ones by a strap tothe tabi t, the arm being brought down beneath

5.Ie and fastened to one of its supports.
ber h e abdomen was covered by a thin ruîb-

Pssible1 'with a circular opening adapted to the
table, to ength of the incision. Beneath thearny th) catch the fluid contents of the cyst, ortetall .in9 which might drip, was an ordinary
table' ftpbath tub. Under the edge of the

t the ed so as to be within immediate reachcar OPerator, hung Mr. Well's large spring-
aa h a long curved arm, to which was
itiria rubber tube of great caliber com-
6 c g 'ith the tub beneath.

Qnone of the bystanders were permitted to
i ' 0 T otherwise touch the patient.
g but a e incision was short, low down, occupy-

ScoP1ortion of the umbilico-pubic interval,ertad toornpleted on a director of peculiar form,th :sive adhs its rounded extremity. There were
rha ad hesions, which were broken down by
te. vcc th tolerable ease. Moderate hemor-ne ' re, -dfrom their site, and from vessels inlt of. itf encision. The cyst was multilocular,

eid. Throus containing a large amount of turbid
dargne .ogh the trocar-opening, sufficiently
i u' r. Wells passed his hand and broke

J'el 'Th Of the adjoining septa as would thusd Thea renass having thus been readily de-a Stout, slightly curved steel clamp was

attached to the pedicle, and on severing this the
first stage of the operation was completed in ten
minutes from the first stroke of the knife.

"8. The other ovary, though still small, proving
cystic, was also removed, the base being transfixed
by a double silk thread tied on each side.

"9. All coagula having been carefully removed
from the peritoneal surface and pelvic cavity, the
clamp was adjusted crosswise externally, and the
wound was clo3ed by seven stitches, the pedicle
emerging between the last and the last but one.
These sutures, like the ligature already described,
were of Chinese silk, uncarbolized. They were
passed through both the integument and the peri-
toneum, without, however, taking up the whole
thickness of the abdominal wall, and during their
tying, the loose pouch of the abdomen was bunched
up, as it were, by the hand of an assistant. The
threads were provided with a needle at each ex-
tremity, the second of which was held by the
operator's lips while the first was being passed,
thus preventing twisting and other entanglement,
and permitting greater speed.

" 1o. The wound having been closed, bits of
lint were carefully placed under the clamp and
between the sutures ; the extremity of the pedicle
outside the clamp was touched with solid per-
chloride of iron ; the abdomen was cove1 ed with
cotton-wool, over which were strapped broad bands
of adhesive plaster; a binder of flannel was placed
outside this, and the entire operation was com-
pleted in just half an hour from its commence-
ment.--Louisville Med. NVews.

SUBCUTANEOUS OSTEOTOMY.-On Saturday, July
15, we were attracted to the London Hospital by
a notice that Mr. Maunder would perform subcut-
aneous section of the femur with the chisel and mal-
let, to correct angular deforimity resulting from
anchylosis after hip-joint disease. Like many of
our readers, we had made ourselves acquainted
with what had passed at a recent meeting of the
Clinical Society (May 12, 1876), when Mr. Maun-
der read a paper on this subject, and exhibited
patients who had be en operated upon in this way ;
but we wished to see the operation done, and the
instruments enployed for the purpose. These we
will now describe as we witnessed them, for the in-
formation of those surgeons who are interested in
the subject. Two patients were submitted to this
treatment on Saturday-one was a young girl who
for about seven years had been unable to put her
foot on the ground. Disease of the hip-joint had
ended in fibrous anchylosis, with the thigh fixed at
an angle of 118° with the trunk. Thomas's
splint had been tried for several weeks with the
view of gradually straightening the limb, but no
improvement whatever had resulted. The other
patient was a young man of fine proportions and
well nourished, who had been sent Up from Ply-
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mouth with the express object of undergoing the below the small trochanter, there is no attenPto
operation. Disease of the left hip-joint had super- correct the abnormal position of the upper e
vened upon fever, and had ended in fibrous an- mity of the bone.
chylosis with the leg at right angles with the trunk. Mr. Maunder stated that in most of his C
Before commencng the operation, an assitant there has been no suppuration whatever aftert
standing in front of the patient drew forwards the operation, and that it was very limited indeed
soft parts. Mr. Maunder then measured the dis- the case in which it occurred. This entirely Coetance from the top of the trochanter major to the cides with the experience of >Professor Volklo1o
shaft at a level immediately below the small tro- who also has employed the chisel instead Of t
chanter-this spot being selected because it is high- saw. Professor Volkman, however, used th
est beyond the attachment of the numerous muscles chisels of different thicknesses to prevent thewhich are inserted into the upper end of th2 femur. ming and sticking fast in the deeper parts Of tAt this spot (and while the soft tissues are well incision into the bone. The superficial part
drawn forwards) he inserted a double-edged knife divided with the stoutest, the deeper withdown to and at right angles with the bone on the thinner, and the deepest with the thinnest instfouter side of the limb, cuts through the periosteum, ment of all so that the cleft was slightly wedeand then, before removing the knife, introduces shaped. Mr. Maunder, by a modification ofthe chisel, which is also kept at right angles to the form of the chisel, finds it unnecessary to use ro
axis of the shaft of the femur. With a light wooden than one instrument.-Med: Times and Gaz.mallet the chisel is driven well into the bone, then
partially withdrawn, to be again driven onwards, CoLLES' FRACTURE AND DR. CARR'S SPLINT.
incined somewhat obliquely forwards, and then Dr. H. Martin says that he has in six yeais trea
backwards so as to divide the bone in the rest of about forty-five cases of fracture of the lower 00
its thickness. While doing this the hand of another inches of the radius with Dr, Carr's splint, o
assistant is pressed upwards against the inner sur- that in none of these could any deformity bere
face of the thigh, so as to make counter force to cognized at the time the apparatus was remio
the direction of the penetrating chisel. Finally Many of these cases were seen years after
the limb is gradually and carefully extended, any injury, and in not one was he able to detect, Dlsmall portion of bone which may happen to have any deformity, which arm had been injured.
escaped the chisel being at the same time broken Carr, a physician practising in New Harnpshýbdown ; lastly, a straight interrupted outside splint invented the splint in 1843. It consists of a st
is applied. of light wood, one-sixth of an inch thick, el'CoThe chisel-a sperate one for each case-used and one-half inches long, and two inches wide00
by Mr. Maunder is three-eights of an inch in width which is laid a carved wooden bed, the irregoloat the cutting edge, where it is wider than else- convex surface of which is exactly adapted tO.t
where ; and three inches and a half long in the concavity of the anterior surface of the radishaft. The operation is attended with next to no An oblique cross-piece, round, four inches loo
hemorrhage, and the smail wound in the soft tis- and one inch in diameter, is attached to its da
sues through which the chisel has been worked, end. The inventor's idea was that, the radbecomes valvular and air-tight as soon as the tis- being a much curved bone, treatment of its fractU?sues themselves are allowed to fall backwards into on a perfectly flat splint could only result intheir natural position. A minute or two was the or less impairment of the symmetry and usefUtime required to complete the division of the bone of the wrist. In a splint recently invented W
in the case of the girl ; in that of the man the pro- Prof. Gordon, of Dublin, the concavity of t
cess was longer, owing to the greater thickness and radius is recognized as an indication for treatae
toughness of the bone. We are happy to state tîat but the convex bed is applied to the side of the b0up to the present time both patients aie doing per- and not under it. In preparing the splint for ifectly weli. four thicknesses of cotton sheeting are laid 0"Mr. Maunder showed to several visitors who had upper surface, and the lower surface of the forea0
assembled to see the operation three cases in which is then laid on this and secured by a few tur"o1it had been performed some weeks previously. Al bandage. If the patient now grasps the crossthese three patients walked into the theatre-one i as strongly as possible, the action of theman without the aid of stick or crutch-with limbs itself will, in a large proportion of cases, reim nearly perPendicular position, and with little or the fracture ; a light splint, eight or nine iOcno lordosis. There necessarily, however, remains long and two inches wide, is then applied tosome deformity about and aroumd the hip-joint. back of the arm as low down as the metaý>This is easily understood when it is remembered 1 junction, and a bandage applied from the ffi1that there is anchylosis at an angle, and in some of the metacarpus to the proximal end of the sPcaMes it bas followed so-called dislocation from dis- Of course the fracture may, if desired, be red$
ease : while, as the division of the femur is made 1 before applying the palmar splint. After a
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AN MEDICAL COLLEGE.-The Associ-
ITierican Medical Editors met at Philadel-

5th. The president, Dr. A. N. Bell,an elaborate address upon "The Relation
d Editors to the Medical Profession ofd States." Its drift may be gathered
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the
but bandage need not extend below the carpus;
atars Joint should then be firmly bound to the
eephit by a strip of plaster. The cross bar

at the emand inclined to the ulnar side, w1hile
fngers Saine time the patient has free use of the
uecess and later of the entire hand. It is not
ourse ary to renove the bandage at ail during the

tighten o trement, except it may be necessary to
eutirely rihen properly applied, the pain is

. Theievd very soon after the arm is " put
it relieve great advantages of this splint are that
abi.t ves the patient of much discomfort and dis-
fr t ane leaves the hand ready for use and free
s.Sdatffoess when the fracture is sufficiently con-
dapted tor its removal. It is also admirably

0f Spri secure perfect rest of the joint in cases
?aln Of the wrist.-Boston Med. and Surg.

, ugust I7th. Medical Record.

the e ING DRUGGISTS.-Another instance of
esigi .prescribing by druggists is undergoing

as f, 9at'on. It is referred to in the daily papers
kartiua .- At an inquest on the body of Henry

r. in infant, aged seven months, held before
aile 8e'dphreys, coroner, at Limehouse, it was
trato that death was occasioned by the adminis-
Prepare of an improper mixture prescribed and
ahe.d by a woman, supposed to be the wife of
the dIst. Dr. Harris, who was called in, said
war, ceased was dangerously iil, and ordered a

to ni bath. The same evening the infant went
was alnvulsions and expired. Dr. Carpenter, whor ao called in, said he had examined the
titn , which contained rhubarb, the administra-
sid a yhich in such a case as that under con-eWaton îýs ad would accelerate death. The inquiry
Ihe Journed for the attendance of Dr. Harris."
bitedPractice of prescribing by druggists is prohi-
ke tnder a penalty by the Apothecaries' Act.

ch experience has proved that this Act isa i Ore easily enforced than the Medical Act,
WonCt should like to see a Medical Defence

the kin tee establisied in every large district of
the A,8do in connection with the Branches ofthe foî,(ciation, supplied by a subscription with
Prose cus necessary, and charged with the duty of
elo 1  ag those concerned in this illegal, perni-
prosecutnd unlawful practice. The cost of the
eved ons would not be great, as the fines re-icurreusually suffice to pay the balance of costssub jeet , not covered by the taxed costs. Thissderatio ' we think, worthy of the serious con-

10 of the Branches.-Brit. Med. Journal.

from its closing sentences: "Our medical colleges
must be made to feel that their period of unex-
ampled prosperity under existing regulations shall
no longer continue to be a period of peace. And,
if I may be permitted, in conclusion, to apply one
of the wholesomest axions of sanitary science to the
most important of ail subjects which now concerns
the medical profession in the United States-the
low standard of professional education-my pro-
position is, from this time forth until it is reformed,
to treat it as an intolerable nuisance. By universal
assent, thefittest timefor the removal of a nuisance
is the very earliest day Praticable after ils existence
las been made known. Whoever opposes the re-
moval of it on that day will be sure to oppose it, if
he dare, on every other day." At the close of the
address, a short discussion upon the question of re-
form in medical schools was continued at consider-
able length. Dr. Parvin offered a resolution ex-
pressive of approval of a preliminary examination
and three years' graded course, which was adopted.
As officers for the ensuing year, Dr. H. C. Wood
was elected president, Dr. Byford, vice-president •

permanent secretary, Dr. F. H. Davis.-Detroit
Med. Review.

CHRONIC OTORRHŒA.-Strong solutions of ni-
trate of silver (one drachm to one ounce of distilled
water) have perhaps been more efficient in curing
a chronic suppuration in the middle ear than any
other remedy; and especially in those cases where
the mucous membrane has not yet been greatly
disorganized or covered with granulations, the
caustic treatment yields very nice results. But
still, even in such cases, it sometimes fails to re-
move the suppuration completely, though it may
diminish it to a certain degree. In such cases
where the (eight to ten times) repeated cauteriza-
tion of the mucous membrane of the middle ear did
not arrest the suppuration, a very rapid decrease
and an entire cessation of the otorrhea fol-
low the inîsuffiation of powdered alum into the ex-
ternal auditory meatus. The alum may be blown
into the ear through any short tube, with a piece
of rubber tubing attached to it, or by means of an

insufflator," used m laryngeal surgery. After a
successful insufflation the mucous membrane and
the drun-head must look snow-white. Unless the
purulent discharge is profuse, the aluni remains in
the ear at least two days. If on the third day the
powder is still dry, it ought to be let alone, because
any interfereuce by syringng or otherwise will start
the secretion anew. But if at that time the insuf-
flated powder is moist, it should be removed by in-
jecting warn water ; and if the purulent secretion
ha. not ceased within the next twenty-four hours,
another application of alum shall be made.-
Chiicago Med. -ourual.

TREATMENT OF RHEUMATIC FEVER.-In St.
Bartholomew's Hospital, London, an English con-
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temporary states that, in ordinary cases, Dr.
Southey has had the best results from a mixture
containing two grains of quinine and five grains of
iodide of potassium, with a few minims of hydro-
chloric acid. Carefilly prepared, this is clear, and
agrees well. At the very commencement, if the
tongue be coated and dry, a purgative and Carls-
water, or citrate of potash, are advisable, but
should soon be replaced by the iodized quinine
mixture, which benefits under most complications
as well as in simple attacks, relieves pain and
sweating, and especially brings about a convales-
cence less protracted than the alkaline treatment.
Taking seven days as an average duration of severe
symptoms in very favorable cases, and twenty-one
or twenty-seven days in other cases, three weeks
have been found the average total duration in one
hundred cases treated by this plan. They are not
blanketed ; it is considered that this only bathes
them in morbid perspiration. Perchloride of iron
has not given satisfactory results ; and blistering is
often done to excess, and without any permanent
relief. Tincture of iodine is, however, a useful
local adjunct.-Med. &- Surg. Reporter, Pila.

Witdical Jttms and gws.

TINCTURE OF CANTHARIDES AND CHLORAL IN
ENURESIs.-Dr. George N. Nonette, of New
Orleans, writes to the American Practitioner, stat-
ing that he has found a combination of tincture of
cantharides and chloral extremely useful in the
treatment of enuresis, as it re-establishes the tonicity
of the vesical sphincter, and modifies the excessive
sensibility of the muscular coat of the bladder.
Cantharides in appropriate doses will relieve the
strangury often present in cystitis. The chloral
considerably modifics the action of the cantharides.

CONvULSIONs ARRESTED BY THE SINISTRO-
LATERAL POSTURE.-Dr. F. J. Brown has seen
two cases of convulsions arrested by turning the
patient over upon the left side. One patient, a
man with Bright's disease, had uroemic convulsions,
which ceased instantly after he had been turned
upon the left side. Another man, who had been
seized with unilateral convulsions, was relieved in
fifteen seconds after turning upon the left side.
Dr. Brown's theory is that this posture is in some
way beneficial by favoring the heart's action.-
Practitioner.

THE NITRITE OF AMYL las been tried in chorea
and intermittent fever. In three cases of chorea,
inhalations of three to six drops were ordered three
times daily, during two weeks, at the end of wbich
time the convulsions had been arrested. In inter-
mittent fever amyl las aborted the chill, bnt only
9hortens the latter stages ; it may be given even after
the algid stage has fairly set in. Some bold ex-
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hibitions have been tried, even to the extent ,
thirty drops, with good rather than bad effectY
this form of fever. The ordinary dose hasÙC
six drops.-Dublin lournal.

THE GLYCONINE EMULSION OF COD-LIvER
first made public by Mr. G. C. Close, of this c
in the Dru&gists' Circular of October, 1874, is a
commended by that journal as probably eq e
the best method of administering cod oil.
formula is: " Cod-liver oil, four ounces; glycOe
nine drachms ; aromatic spirit of ammonia,
drachm ; Sherry wine or brandy, sixteen drachl
dilute phosphoric acid, four drachms ; essence
bitter almonds. two drachms." Glyconine is 0e
by adding five parts in weight of concentrated
cerine with four parts of yolks of eggs, previO
I well b atenr,

e_ .

SEDATIVE SOLUTION IN HooPING-COUGH.
neau de Mussey, in Your de Med et de CIiAlrw
Pratiues, gives the following :

1n M usk........................... gr. iij
Potassic bromide............ 3 ss-3 ij>
Cherry laurel water ......... 3 iss
Syrup of ether ............... 3 ss;
Syrup of belladonna......... 3 i ;
Syrup of codeine ............ 3 i;
Syrup of orange flower.... 3 iss. M.

To a child eight or ten years of age give a teasP
fal between meals, morning, evening, and 1
During the day it is not to be used, lest the
cotic recommended disturb digestion. The rlo
if unsupportable, may be omitted.--New Re"f

CoRROSIvE SUBLIMATE IN GONORRHEA.
ing his trials on a case whiclh he published inl
Dr. Bruck, of Buda-Pesth, now recommends
treatment as producing the following results :

i. In the course of six weeks, without a-
the complications contingent on the use of 1
tions, the gonorrhea may be cured, and the o11
may be resorted to in the hyperemic stage O
affection. The discharge during the first tel'
is remarkably profuse, and then becomes leSei
less and more serous, the urethral burning
supportable and the chordee moderate.

2. During the treatment alcoholic drink, 
coffee, and highly seasoned foods must be
stained from.

3. Purgatives are also to be avoided, beiI4
necessary during the use of the sublimate. #

4. When much griping pain is produced igof
stomach or intestines, the sublimate must be
pended for some days. . 5eh

5. It is not to be employed where there
or lung disease. It is given in the forrl or
one centigramme divided into twenty pillD
taken in the course of the first ten days. '
twenty pills contain two centigrammes, a,
consumed in half that time, and so on.
f Md. Viss. (Med. News, Louisvile.)
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Inrevie
ea wring the events of the past year in the

rQap and d, one cannot but be struck with the
04en shod striking changes which have occurred in

coe bas byear. The year just now brought to a
e een an eventful one in the history of

retedies, not so much from the discovery of new
rnent o and appliances as in the general advance-
tionship cientific medicine and in the social rela-
1.1en fromof the professional body politic. Medical
togetr all parts of the habitable globe have metetier, and have discussed the great medical
qutots a the day and although possibly we may

th' yet ypresent any practical benefit fron al
Shopefu ecannot but look upon such meetings

have gns of the time when the profession
8ýgs to ds frequent international and friendly meet-

thoe cuss matters concerning the welfare of
f in man race. Every year the profession

higher a'ne is enlarging its scope, and aiming at
ts ore philanthropic means of extending

the ess, and the day is not far distant when
rlled voice of the entire profession of the

cils 0f the n ake itself heard among the coun-

'fnal Med nons. The meeting of the Interna-
teber, 'acal Congress, at Philadelphia, in Sep-

Cee W/as One of the events of the year, and was
togther ibeyo nd anticipation. Herewere gathered

c one scientific body the foremost medi-

of every civilized country. The session
rest to thasted four days, and many subjects of

he. Both Profession and the public were dis-
e the scientific and social aspects of

. ed were most satisfactory and encourag-tf th Sides this there was the regular meeting
ch Iaerican medical association, in June,

s as very well attended, and at which

tion into tneir annuai audresses next year. The
Canadian Medical Association also held its annual
meeting in Toronto, in August, and was largely
attended, and many interesting papers were read
and discussed, some of which have found a place
in our columns. The social element was brought
prominently out, and many will remember with
pleasure the meeting of the Association, the pleas-
ant "at home" at Mr. Bickford's, the excursion to
Lake Couchiching, and the annual dinner there.

In the field of medicine much improvement has
been made. Venesection, which had almosit passed
into oblivion, has had attention directed to it as a
remedy in acute diseases, and a few physicians
have been found bold enough to oppose the tide
of anti-venesection, and re-introduce this method
of treatment in acute affections- Under the guid-
ance of sound medical intelligence, and a more
correct knowledge of physiology and pathology,
venesection is not likely ever again to fall into the
same disrepute which has attended it in the past.
The use of the clinical thermometer has done
much to aid in the correct diagnosis of many affec-
tions, and in some few cases very high degrees of
temperature have been observed. In a case of
meningitis, in the Mount Sinai Hospital, N. Y.,
the thermometer indicated 120 F. at different in-
tervals-a temperature much higher than is gener-
ally supposed compatible with life.

In reference to hypodermic medication, it con-
tinues to be extensively used and nearly every
soluble alkaloid has been administered in this way.
During the past year many trials have been made
with hypodermic injections of ergotin in fibroid
tumors, and in some cases with much benefit, if
not entire success. Cases of sun-stroke have also
been successfully treated by the hypodermic use of
quinine, the remedy sO u'ed having remarkable
efficacy in reducing the temperature. The hypo-
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HE CA Lmore than the usual amount of work was done.CANADA . At this meeting resolutions were passed, having forJournal of Medical and Surgical Science their object the establishment of an International
-- IieroniDtly on the First of each Month.3 o - medical association, or a union of the American

ue ieb naIsolRct o dica« and Sci- and Canadian medical associations. This was fol-
e.tie't, inserted on the ,nost liberal lowed by a meeting of a joint committee of thee~ tte fond Communications to be addresset

&Canada Lancet," 'Toronto. above-mentioned bodies in Philadelphia, at the
rTs. D Ros. Monîtrea; . & . MCMIîLLAN st. Jhnsame time as the meeting of the Medical Congress.

T!ALL. 2C0WIa 805 Broadray, New York, and BALLIFRE. It was there recommended that the Presidents ofi-ll1iam strcet, Strand, L.ondon, England.

the American and Canadian Medical Associations
TORONTO, JAN. 1. 1877. should introduce the subject of a conjoint associa-
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dermic use of milk and other aliments have also

been resorted to in extreme cases, and with marked
benefit. During the previous year, propylamine
was introduced as t/c remedy for acute rheumatism,
but it was very soon displaced by salicin and sali-
cylic acid. The latter have been extensively used

both at home and abroad, and in some instances
with apparently marked success, while in other

hands they have proved utterly useless. It is
much to be feared that the sole remedy for acute
rheumatism has not yet been discovered.

Treatment by aspiration has been more fully
tested, and many important successes have been

recorded. It has been used with perfect safety

and success in several cases of hydro-pericardium,
and also for the relief of tympanitis. A case is
recorded by Dr. Armstrong, of Arnprior, Ont., in
which he aspirated a case of hydrocephalus with

relief to the patient, although the child did not

recover. Such successes, however, and freedom
from danger by its use give promise of its great
utility in many grave cases.

In surgery, the torsioning of arteries still holds its

ground as the best means of arresting hemorrhage,
especially of the smaller vessels. Lister's antiseptic
treatment bas been still more prominently brought
nuder the notice of the profession, both here and

in Great Britain, also on the Continent. Prof.
Lister was at the International Congress, and took

a very prominent part in the debate on this sub-
ject; but failed to impress his ideas on the surgical
section in such a way as to secure their adoption by
the Medical Congress. The practice has its friends
and its enemies, its advantages and its disadvan-

tages. Of one fact, however, there can be nc

difference of opinion, viz.,-that cleanliness is thc

great desideratum in the treatment of all surgical
affections. A new treatment has originated dur.
ing the past year in zhe management of tetanus,
It consists in cutting down upon the nerve at some

distance from the wound and stretching it. Thi
bas been tried on a case of tetanus in the Montrea
General Hospital; but in that particular instance
was not successful. The successful removal of the
spleen in two or three cases has been recordec
during the past year. Although a formidable oper

ation, recovery has taken place in at least one o

the cases. Gastrotomy has been performed in three
case&; one by M. Labbe, for the removal of a fork

from the stomach, which was perfectly successful

one for stricture of the oesophagus, by Prof. Lucke
in which the patient died ; and one quite recentl'

by M. Verneuil, which was attended with the n11O5t

satisfactory resuits. Esmarch's bandage has beeO

applied to new uses ; as for example, in the treat'

ment of aneurisms and old ulcers. In the latte

case, it is applied for a few minutes to the ulcere

leg twice a day, and with most beneficial effece
It removes fluids by pressure, unfit for the healtb
process, and when removed the vessels fill itb

more nutritious fluids. The subcutaneous sectio

of bone is also a new departure in surgery,
has been successfully put in operation severe

times by Dr. Adams, of London, and other 5t1
geons.

An operation in obstetrical surgery propo
and carried out by Dr. Battey of Georgia,
called " normal ovariotomy," has been several ti

performed by him. It consists in the reaIoIrý

of the healthy ovary for the relief of sorme
normal condition. The operation was first

gested by the case of a young woman who had 0
uterus, and whose system was impaired by

active menstrual molimen unrelieved from no
to month, and of which she died. Another

of extirpation of the uterus and ovaries for oVa

disease is reported during the past year by

Kimball of Lowell, Mass.-the patient recoveiO%

in very short time after the operation. In t

apeutics several new remedies have come into

and some of the old ones have been revivedh
reintroduced. The actual cautery which
nearly disappeared from the armamentariun 0ti

physician has again been called into requis'
and Brown Sequard recommends its use highly

neuralgia, congestion of the spinal cord, braI

membranes, diseases of joints, epilepsey, ch
- &c. It should be used at a white heat a

plied rapidly and lightly so as not to cause
cessiry pain. The use of croton-chloral has

had a more extended trial. As a nerve seb
l it has been found to fill the indications for

the hydrate of chloral and bromide of potast

are so frequently given. It is especially ild'oç<
1 where large doses of chloral hydrate are necs
- to produce sleep, or in cases of heart disease

f the latter would be unsafe. Gelseminuni bs , f
much used within the past year in the treat n

neuralgias. It has also been recommended

tain dropsical affections, and its use has
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tly attende •

os teted with favorable results. The injection Savannah, and the suffering was intense, but withte he rectum of liquor bismuthi in internal the approach of cool weather the disease abated.t serrhoids and the success which has attended The profession in Quebec has again been agitatedS Seeaworthy of special mention. It was tried over a proposed amendment to the present Medi-red 1e instances in the Toronto Gen. Hospital, cal Act. The different rival promoters have metts oncs found very efficacious. Half an ounce to together and effected a compromise, but the fateCt stace is injected night and morning. A new of most arrangemnents of this kind is likely to betb attentioce named coca, has come in for a share of realized. The outside profession is clamoring for
per TIt is the leaves of a plant which grows an Examining Bureau for the license to practice, and0 ate The taste is slightly bitter and aromatic, those in the schools would seem to prefer matterseas beleaves are much used by the natives. It as they are, or they would agree to the appoint-ar leeo observed that those who use it require ment of inspectors, but this is no‡ satisfactory toties the , and when used in considerable quanti- the profession, and there is likely to be more

Sei naki ey are able to undergo great fatigue without legislation on the matter yet.
L t g scarcely anything else. Its moderate use The folowing new medical books have been

be tef re considered wholesome, but in excess issued during the past year. Ziemssen, Practice of110 '2 eft
ects are similar to opium or alcohol. It has Medicine ; Hospital Construction and Organizatonenein in paraplegia, and as a substitute for (Johns Hopkin's Hospital); Wagner's Pathology;r drachmsofte The dose is from three Holmes' System of Surgery ; Pifford, on Diseases of0  re moarkabl ade infusion. the Skin; Browne's Medical Jurisprudence of In-t ofdress Sciaiee Cn D- sanity ; Carter, on Diseases of the Eye; Bartholow's

th geia, oron at the Social Science Congress, on Materia Medica ; Bristowe's Practice of Medicine;o¢r a Model City of Health, attracted Playfair's Midwifery, &c., &c.
IV 'l tention of scientists in many parts of the Among the deaths which have occurred in ourtake • he greater portion of the address was tened Prof. hain and Andr

t P with an elaborate and detailed descrip ranks may be mentioned, Prof. Lorain and Andral
b bof ith aneinowhich an hetal cityo t tof Paris; Drs. Anstie, Gibbs, Headland, Letheby,oa ithe anner in which a heaithy city ought to Ionovan, and Laycock ; Dr. Begbie of Edinburgh;1 1 S '~abitWith a view of ensuring the heaith of its Stromeyer of Germany and many others. Amongd tants, and their perfect freedom from all but our brethren in Canada we may mention Drs.eo diseases. In some of the late exchanges ur bthre Toron; we ananoque; Brown,to r t erve, that efforts have been made in some Wofvile, N. S. ; Hamilton, Mebourne, Que.O, t carry out a few of his suggestions. Mclintosh, Hamilton; Muir, Truro, N. S.; John-io % hough during some portions of the summer arnia ; Wafer, Kingston; Bergeron, Granby,ipnå o We had what we might call tropical weather ston, Sana;WfrKigt;BeeoGabyre an0ad it e nt ceem tophaeher Que. ; Fry, Dunnville; Holden, Belleville; Shirley,eada, it does not seem to have he any Watford; Erskine, Dunham, Que. ; Galbraith, New-

d- injurious effect on the health of the co - castle ; Grenier, Editor L' Union Medicale, Mont.real;tolr anumer olcsnbtr oCanada Rvall, Hamilton ; Lovekin, Newcastle ; Bates,doS Ikh ork and other places, but in Canada Toronto, &c., &c.OectCurrences were rare. Later in the seasontie fever era wer in the useally In conclusion we extend a hearty greeting to
ii0 prt ever and diphtheria were more than usuaiy each one of our readers, wishing all a full share oft ept id some parts of the country, but no health, prosperity and happiness in the year onk epidemnic prevailed at any time. In Mon- which we have entered.cas usual, small-pox was the prevailing epi-

ate An outbreak of this loathsome disease COLORLESS TINCTURE OF IODINE.-The mosttbly occurred in the Red River country, simple and effectual mode of decolorizing tinctureolten Sbut is now rapidly abating. In the of iodine is to rub up a crystal of hyposulphite ofýr *theMG States, especially in Savannah and Bruns- sodium in the tincture. This has also the effect ofce U ths yolow fever was very prevalent during increasing rather than diminishing its properties.e otas o September, October and November. The addition of a small quantity of carbolic acid toI1orality from the disease was very great in the tincture will also decolorize it.
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SUPPRESSION OF INTEMPERANCE. ernment is, of course, warranted in imposingti
highest license it can, consistent with the prevetlO

It is a common mistake of well-meaning but of illicit sale. Everything else must be left tO

narrow minded persons, that every sin is a crime, gradual improvement of national manners.

that every violation of the law of religion and Burke's Works, Vol. IV, page 284, the follo

morality should be punishable by the criminal observations are to be found : "As to bt

laws of the land. Upon this principle, every per- said in a physical and moral view against the hObC

secution has been and may be justifiable. There consumption of spirits, experience has long s

are some, however, who would be shocked at taught me very little to respect the declanati

being supposed capable of applying the principle on the subject. Whether the thunder of the I
to modes of faith, who venture, nevertheless, or the thunder of eloquence 'is hurled onl

fearlessly to apply it to the constraint of the pas- always I am thunder proof. The alembic, 1n to
sions and appetites. We have lately had a strik- mind, has furnished to the world a far gre

ing instance of this moral fervour of legislation benefit and blessing than if the opus maximrU"

worthy of the palmy days of the blue laws of Con- been really found by chemistry, and like M'do

necticut. It bas been seriously recommended we could turn everything into gold. At

that Government should introduce a general and spirits is often a great medium to remove

comprehensive measure for the prevention of all tempers. It is not nutritive in any great de

manner of drunkenness ! It is unnecessary to say But, if not food, it greatly alleviates the want

a word upon so preposterous a proposal, until we it invigorates the stomach for the digestion Of P
see the plan of an Act of Parliament likely to meagre diet, not easily alliable to the human

accomplish the purpose better than the Royal pro- stitution. Wine the poor cannot touch ; beer,

clamation against all profaneness. Amongst other applied to many occasions, as among seamlel

matters there is a recommendation that medical fishermen, for instance, will by no means do

vendors alone, should be licensed to sell ardent business. Let me add, what wits inspired

spirits, and that foreign spirits should be admitted champagne and claret, will turn into ridicule'

only for medical purposes or sold in the bulk. The a medicine for the mind. Under the pressUe

showy shop of a druggist might be turned into a the cares and sorrows of our mortal cond

saloon with little concealment, and at a trifling men have at all times, and in all countries, 0

outlay. And as to the effect of this alteration in some physical aid to their moral consolatiO

upon the profits of their trade, we apprehend our wine, beer, opium, brandy, or tobacco."

friends the druggists would have no objection to
the transfer. We have frequently received pamph-
lets and voluminous documents from temperance THE QUEBEC MEDICAL BILL.
organizations, and if we have not noticed them in

our pages, the omission has not arisen from hos- A good deal of feeling and interest l

tility to their object. On the contrary, we are excited among the profession of our sister pr
friendly to every attempt at a voluntary reforma- by renewed attempts at medical legislatiofl

tion of the habit of drinking to excess, and if our profession in that Province has for mafY

testimony to the mischievous effects of the prac- been under the rule of the College of Phy

tice were wanted, we are willing to give it. We and Surgeons, by virtue of powers granted

believe these societies have done infirfite service rights vested in it as a corporote body

all over the world. In the upper and middle Act of the United Parliament of Canada, 01

ranks of society, the habit of excess in drinking 26, iD and ii Vic., taking effect, Sept. i 5tle

has for years past been reformed by civilization The College was made up of members elected,
and refinement. In the lower classes, poverty and among the licentiates, and from among thege .00
distress often drive their unfortunate victims to chosen a body of governors. Without gO

stimulants, but notwithstanding the temptations of detail, it may be sufficient to remark that the

saloons, we doubt whether drunkenness is at pre- bers, governors, and foremost members of theP

sent more prevalent than in former times. Gov- fession in that Province have been wel

ben ndrth rl o teColeeofPhs
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Ate Working of the hitherto existing Medical

bought , in order to secure certain advantages,
%dific legislative interference to secure certain

fdations of the existing Medical Act.

Of 1a ws rendered necessary by the introduction
chaal Iedical bill to the legislature, under the
tharge of the Hon. Mr. Chapleau as chaperon,

o brof amendments being introduced by the
procur a opyf We have not been able to

kr, e acopyof the Bill introduced by the Hon.
of a releau, but its objects are said to have been

hube jutionary character, placing-by virtue of
of en rs -the rule of the profession in the hands
trnine 'not chosen for their superior merits and
Coruce necessarily, but from their ability to

ait a large partizan following in any given
Va0ri or cOllege entitled to representation. The
educ aSteps need not be detailed by which this
$te CtiOnal matter has developed into its present
0 tIt 's sufficient to state that a committee

bec th eprofession in Montreal proceeded to Que-
vat e 13th ult., and appeared before the

the rivalls, Committee with a view of opposing
before hils (for there proved to be a third bill

edets Iouse) and promoting the Bill of

4 ard, • Thjs comittee comprised Drs.
Oth er5* enwick, Rottot, Campbell, Dagenais,
te tds. They appeared before the Commit-

erent bi part in the discussion, when three
ed tolls were submitted, and a sub-committee
whet , into them and report on the following

ected was expected a compromise would be
and the three Bills be blended into one

Drrofetlodified Bill is regarded by members of the
t resen ltside the schools as a fiasco. It does

e in any important feature the Bill of
a Sur asked for by the College of Physic-

SProf Urgeons, and will be unsatisfactory to
rvne egenerally outside the teaching bodies

the Fre.•
the r' members sought to introduce all

bers ers Of the profession in the Province as
. O e College of Physicians and Surgeons

the g after the manner of Ontario,-and in

InYtsceeded. It was sought by the Bill of
al ti tO establish a Central Bureau for Ex-

a tich had been and is considered an
t a beature by all men outside the schools,

Of the " .Y many within. The representa-
rnedical·schools have succeeded, how-

ever, in retaining the power of examination for the
license to practice. Instead of a Central Bureau
of Examiners, two Examining Inspectors are to be

.appointed for each school, who shall witness and
exercise surveillance over all examinations. The
Montreal deputation was unquestionably very in-
fluential, and it is believed, had it so desired, could
have carried a Central Examining Bureau, but
conflicting college interests are not always lost
sight of in pursuance of the general weal. No one
expects that the appointment of Inspectors will
result in any practical good, or will, indeed, be
practicable at all. The old Bill is changed so as
to make young graduates members at once by
paying an annual fee of $2.00 instead of being
obliged to wait four years for admission to mem-
bership as heretofore.

The profession of the Province is not likely to
accept as satisfactory the proposed Bill, and further
efforts at legislation are in all probability to be
looked for.

THE TORONTO UNIVERSITY AND ITS
AFFILIATED MEDICAL SCHOOLS.

In the May number of the LANCET we alluded
to the fact that a movement was on foot in the
senate of the Toronto University, having for its
object the cancelling of the affiliation of all exist
ing medical schools with a view to their re-affilia-
tion on a different basis. We also pointed out
that this arrangement would have the effect of
closing the doors to all candidates for medical
degrees and honors at the Toronto University,
except those who were educated in the Toronto
School of Medicine, thus creating a monopoly in
favor of one teaching body and narrowing instead
of widening the basis of the Provincial University.
We regret to say that this report has proved only
too true, that all existing affiliations have been
cancelled, and that hereafter the students of medi-
cal schools connected with other universities shall
not be allowed to present themselves for degrees
and honors at the Provincial University.

In 1854 all the medical schools in Ontario
became affiliated with the Toronto University, but
all of them becoming sooner or later, more or less
closely connected with other universities, the stu-
dents did not avail themselves to any great extent
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of the rights and privileges thus accorded them. the University for examination. Here the Sefl¢
One school, " the Toronto School of Medicine," might have thought was a fine opportunitY
is, in the Senate's report, excepted from those give the University a Provincial character, allô
becoming closely related to other degree-conferring enlarge its number of graduates. But such a thte
institutions. But from the year 1854, the very must not be permitted any longer, by the interest
year of its affiliation, to 1856, that school by ring of would-be medical monopolists, The
special arrangement acted as the Medical Depart- pseudo-friends of the University say, " these stued
ment of Victoria college, and only ceased to do so take honors in another university also, and
because of difficulties having occurred with the must be made the pretext for cutting then 0 «
Victoria College Board. In 1856 the school was together, and the national character of the
re-opened under its present name and management. versity must be made subservient to the Sp e
For many years the Victoria Medical School was interests of our own school." We may say tO t
prosperous under the late Dr. Rolph-and self-styled friends of the University, that sC'u¢

granted its own medical degrees-although from thing will not be tolerated, that no such n
time to time even from it, gentlemen presented policy will ever be sanctioned by the Govern '
themselves for examination, and took their degrees and the country. The day of monopoly is foreC
at the Provincial University. During these years past and gone.
Trinity School was not open, it having been The Faculty of Trinity College, withoUt -1 ô'
reorganized in 1871, and hence, most of those ting the justice of the action of the Senate,
graduating in the Toronto University were educated order to remove every possible pretext for
in the Toronto School. holding its rights from the school, have applie .

But of late years, owing to the growing popularity An act of incorporation as a separate and
of the Toronto University, and the desire of many teaching body. This, if granted, will erable

young men to become possessed of the degrees newly incorporated Medical School to
and honors of the Provincial University, several affiliated at once with the Toronto University
candidates presented themselves from time to time complying with the terms of the curricUl"Iîl
before the University examiners and prominent down for ail medical students. Wjc
among them were students of Trinity College. The most peculiar thing of ail, and that
The students of the latter school having received shows the moral ohliquity of the whole proce t
a very good training, went up to the Toronto in its full light, is the fact that at the very
University and were successful in carrying off scheme of theirs was being urged on the
many of its honors. The teachers of the Toronto the Toronto School of Medicine itself, Or'1P
School of medicine, accustomed, for some years, to the most intimate relation to Victoria Unl g
have all the honors carried off by their own stu- Cobourg. In the calendar of Victoria Colla
dents, without competition from any other quarter the past two years, 1875 and 1876, the Fac. Cao
felt this to be a great injustice, forsooth ! and the Toronto school of medicine is adVe 1 So
fearing wholesome competition, immediately set to the MEDIcAL DEPARTMENT of Victoria CO/
work to prevent its occurrence, and having man- in Ontario. Dr. Aikins, president of de
aged to secure a large number of representatives school of medicine is chairman of the
(no less than five or six) on the Senate, they endeav- examiners for Victoria University, and fo J
oured in a hole and cornermanner to manipulate the time past, students of the Toronto Scho0 cl
meagrely attended meetings of that body, and only been examined by it, and medical degree. 0
too easily succeeded in the object they had in view. ferred by the University at Cobourg. '
This course, no doubt, seemed to them a master argument in favor of a narrow anti-proqi
stroke of policy, as every year matters were becoming University policy to enlarge upon then',
worse on account of conpetition becoming stronger. students sent up to the University O
The students of Trinity College were coming up in from any particular school in past year5 to
annually increasing numbers-last year 19 Trinity degrees, for the benefit was quite as gre
stuaents presented themselves, and this year up- con
wards Of 4 have expressed a desire to go up to thonors. Now that, with the progresnte1a
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to o other and larger streams are Setting in tact with dead bone, we are satisfied with the re-adtn lthe Provincial University, the idea of moval of the granulation or polypus. If on the"ùt1iag such a narrow policy as this which would other hand we feel a rough surface of the bone, wede Provincialize it as regards medicine, is proceed to apply the spoon once more, and con-rie thougi t of. tinue to scrape the carious surface until no morea1 ri ity Medical School wishes no favors, but little particles of bone appear in the spoon." The
cheosame rights and privileges as other medi- operation is so quickly donc, and attended by sor ools in Ontario. Neither are its professors littie pain, that it appears scarcely necessary toho0os f competition, but are desirous that the anæsthetize an intelligent patient. No material re-ti and scholarships of the Provincial Univer- action ever follows the operation. After the'ha h be open to all medical students alike, no operation the rneatus should be closed with clean

Wti ere they may receive their medical edu- lint, which should be changed frequently, and the___. patient should be kept quietly at home.

Of OF OTORRHŒA.-In many cases SUCCESSFUL GASTROTOMY.-M. Verneuil has
(r Otorrhœa the treatment usually employed lately exhibited before the Paris Academy a patient

teid Y, careful cleansing of the running car with on whom he successfully performed the operationap at inflation of the tympanum, and the of gastrotomy for intractable stricture of the œsoph-
Ct.ation of various astringents), proves ineffi- agus. The patient, a lad of 17 years of age hadadth l such cases the ear is carefully cleansed swallowed caustic potash by mistake, and stricture

C oroughly examined, we shall generally dis- of the œsophagus followed. Treatment by the in-ZoOre or less extensive growths as the source troduction of bougies was attempted but withoutqin use of the purulent process ; there may be success. The stricture was too low for œsopha-e soft granulations or densely organized polvpi. gotomy, and nothing was left but death frome grOwths arise either from the mucous mem- starvation or gastrotomy. The operation was per-
gr the bone being unaffected, or they cover a formed on the 26th of last July. The patient is

loye Of carious bone. The means hitherto em- now fed through a fistulous opening ; at last ac-
tio for the removal or destruction of these for- counts he was doing well.

Ss have been the cauterization with silver, PARASrc FUNGI, THE CAUSE F COUGHS
oi re Smare, and the galvano-caftery. Now Dr. An Italian investigator has been studying the causet sco mends the removal of those fungous. of coughs, aud has come to the conclusion thatye murf eans of sharp spoons, with which also they are the result of the presence of a parasiticacellfsl of the cariovs bouc may b scraped. fungus in the air passages. In severe cases thealTall spoons have a cutting edge and a parasite multiplies and takes possession of the lungtbl shank of untTmpered steel mounted on a cells. Quinine is said to possess the power ofbt Wdnag handie. The instrument can be stopping the microscopic fungi, and is therefore

anllpy angle, to sait the location of the point recommended as a remedy. The Italian doctorte sPerated upon. "After the car has been has successfully used a powder composed of thetYringed and is illuminated by the mirror chlorhydrate of quinine, one part ; bicarbonate ofed by the forehead-band, we should try to soda, one part; gum arabic, twenty parts. Thea View of the diseased spot by carefully re- soda is intended to dissolve the mucus, the gumig the epidermic scales covering the parts, arabic to increase the adherence of the powder ont Ying for this purpose a fine probe, and we the bronchial passages. The blowing in of thethe saine time for the pedicle and attach- powder should take place during a deep inspirationet i tolypus or the granulations. The in- of the patient, so that t may penetrate the wind-ein i then bent according to indications, and pipe, the chief seat of the icroscopic fungus.t ftthng edge of the spoon is pressed against the Inhalation of the fumes of sulphur or of sulphur-t. gous acid, cures catarrhal and other affections of the
icthe opration wie do snogt detngve anair passages on the saine principle,and has provedIf ri the operation, we do not detect any of signal service in the epizootic and distemper oft gratiU, as if the instrument came in con- horses and other animals.
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GALVANO- PUNCTU RE IN OVARIAN CYSTS.-Three

cases of ovarian cysts cured by galvano-puncture

are recorded in the Weiner Med. Presse by Dr.

Semeloder. The cures were accomplished in from

two to six weeks, and no unpleasant consequences

ensued ; none of the cysts refilled. The action of

the battery causes coagulation of the albuninous

matter at the positive pole, followed by atrophy

and diminution of the cyst cavities.

ERGOT IN ENLARGEMENT OF THE SPLEEN.-

Hypodermic injections of ergot or ergotin have

been highly spoken of, in enlargement of the spleen.

A case is reported in the Med. Record, N. Y., of

greatly enlarged spleen, which was cured in a very

short time by hypodermic injection of ergot.

HYDRASTIN IN GONORRHŒA.-A solution of hy-

drastin in glycerine injected into the urethra is

highly recommended in the treatment of gonor-

rhœa. Warm water is first injected into the urethra.

followed by a weak solution of persulphate of iron,

In six hours afterwards the solution of hydrastin

is injected. This is repeated twice a day until a

cure is effected, which takes place usually in a few

days.

ERGOT IN PURPURA HEMORRHAGICA.-In an

article in the Practitioner for November, Dr.

Bulkley recommends the use of ergot in purpura
l Anrll He

DALI~J11

I-Quiniæc sulph. 3j.
nemorrnagica and in hemorr ages g y.
says it possesses decided powers in contracting AiH rrm
involuntary muscular fibre, causes arteries to con- Aque aa 31

tract, and is a valuable hemostatic. The most SiG.--A teaspoonful in a littie water three

effectual way of administering it is by hypodermic tinmes a day. Hydrobromic acid may be

injections. One or two grains of ergotine in solu- as fol1ovs Dissolve x of potassium brOi'i

tion, or ten to fifteen minims of fluid extract of

ergot once or twice a day are sufficient. aci rmisnsouoadptssiun bt$
Aci re iid H

TRSNITY COLLEGE MEDICAL SCHOOL.-The 
le watert

Medical Faculty of the above named Medical APPOINTMENTS.-James Bedford, m

School has applied to the Local Legisature of the erson, to be Coroner for the Province ofM

Province of Ontario for an Act of Incorporation J. T. Munro, M.D., of Notfield, to bc-

under the name of the Trinity Medical School" ciate Coroner for the United Counties of

The reason of this step is explained in another mas, and Gleungarry.

cedil R. Brett, M.D., of Arkona, to be al

There is a very large number of students at Coroner for the county of Lambton.

this school during the presrint session. No less J. McBain, M.D., of Martintown, t bc

than one hundred and twenty students are in ciate Coroner for the United Counties of Stol

attendance, of these fifty are fresh men. Dundas, and Glengarry.

A LANCET.

We are happy to be able announce that we

made arrangements with our paper manufact

for a larger sized sheet for the Lancet, which

enable us in the future to trim the edges. Th

an improvement which both readers and adverti5e

will, no doubt, fully appreciate.

To SUBSCRIBERS.-We take this opportultY

thanking our many subscribers for their kine

and promptness in remitting the amount due

subscription for the past year, and would

respectfully remind those who have neglected to

so of the omission. This is a most suitable ti

to square accounts. Let us commence the o

year with a clean sheet.

SMALL-Pox.-A very serious outbreak of

pox has occurred in Manitoba among the

nites and Indians. The Government is se

doctors to the relief of the settlers. The fur

has been stopped by order of the authorities.

HYDROBROMIC ACID ASA PREVENTIVE OF

NISM.-Mr. Fothergill of London, speaks i

hydrobromic acid as a solvent for quininey 0

preventive of the head symptoms frequenltîY

perienced from its use. The following

may be used.
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ooks and eamphlets. and contains an epitome of the science and prac-i tice of niidwifery, which embodies all recenteDr D'0IA OF THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE, by advances. The author dwells especially on theof th von Ziemssen. Vol. VI. On Diseases practical part of the subject, and this work will bes e Circulatory Syster, including Whooping- found a useful and reliable guide in this branch ofNgDiseases of the Lips, Mouth, and Palate. te prfesinwih rbby oeta norkprobably, more than any
YI8hif Wn d Co.other requires a thorough knowledge and great ex-fthedifferent authors have given us the benefit perience. Many of the illustrations are copiedSc e writings in this volume ; E. G. Rosenstein, from other authors, while others are original. TheýýOtter and Liebert, on diseases of the heart work is one that is certain to become popular0 hcse on diseases of the arteries, veins, and among students, and general practitiorers. We

do , Bauer on diseases of the pericardium; have no hesitation in endorsing it.On whooping-cough ; Vogel on diseases of
lP and mouth ;and Wagner on diseases of MEMOIR ON THE GALvANO-CAUTERY, by Dr. A.

palate. 
Amussat, jr. Also A MONOGRAPH ON THE

i TREATMENT OF STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA,
AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE, by J. S. by the same author.

rtowe, M.., F.R.C.P., St. Thomas' Hospital, We have received a very interesting "memoirbOn, Eng. Edited by J. H. Hutchinson, M. on the galvano-cautery," by Dr. A. Amussat, jr.,hilamdophia: H. C. Lea. Toronto: Willing illustrated by fourteen admirably executed engrav-pVVillao n eings. Also a monograph from the same pen onDel -eabove is an entirely new work on the treatment of stricture by permanent bougies, withitel e Of medicine. From the widely known and illustrations. Both are issued from the publishing"go, %,. e1ed reputation of the author, this work is house of Balliere Rue de L'Ecole de Medecine.tly to the highest consideration. It The first twenty pages of the memoir are taker upShY practical, and contains the anost recent with an historical account of the galvano-cautery,% n the pathoogy and treatment of diseased commencing with the first mention of it byWe cannot commend itoo highly. Fourcroy in 18oo. Recamier and Pravaz first con-0F SKIN DISEASES, by Lou is A. Duhring ceived the idea of utilizing it in surgery, and inObli Philadeiphia J. B. Lippincott & Co.' 1821 attempted the removal of a cancer of the
b5hers Part I. uterus by this means. Twenty-two years passed-ize chTLAS will consist of a series of original before a second thought was given to this newora chromo-lithographs, representing the most agent of cauterization, when in the month of Sep-Sain diseases met with on this continent. tember, 1843, Professor Steinheil of Munich gaveContains four lithographs, viz.-Eczema, advice to Dr. Morily Herder of Vienna to employc iLupus and Syphiloderma. They are a platinum wire brought to a white heat by elec-thi n the best style of art and are a credit tricity to cauterize a dental pulp. In 1844, a Belgianrar p shers we prize them highly. The physician, M. Louyer, proposed the same methodPb, art of the work is highly interesting and for a like purpose, at a meeting of the Belgiant  , ad we gladly welcome it to our library. Medical Association. Other physicians followed.ta iWOrk will be issued quarterly, in parts, each Dr. Crusell, a Russian physician, in 1848, recordedS iraig four plates with explianatory text giving an operation for the removal by this means of atetr features of the disease, its diagnosis large fungus hæmatodes entirly covering the leftts. ent. It will be complete in eight or eye. A fine platinum wire was placed behind thePrice, $2.5o each. superior part of the fungus ; this was connected

NC Awith an electric battery and brought to a white0' y yCi AND PRACTICE 0F MIDWIFERY, by heat. In a few setonds the wire reddened, the$et, S. -Playfair, M.D., F.R.C.P., London, with
qt Plates and 166 illustrations on wood. Phila- up per part of the fungus fell, and the eye perfectly

ø lha H. C. Lea. Toronto Willing & unaffected became visible ; only a slight discharge
s of blood followed. The same surgeon, in 1846,an entirely new work on obstetrics, employed the same means for dividing a contrac-
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tion of the urethral orifice. In 1849, Dr. Sedillot THE PHYSICIAN's HAND-BooK. New Improf

used it with success for the removal of an erectile Edition for 1876, containing all the New Reffl1

tumor. This treatment conceived in France, first Agents. By William Elmer, M.D. 19 th year

applied in Vienna and St. Petersburg, was first in- publication ; bound in English morocco, red ed

troduced in London, in 185o, by Dr. Marshall, pocket-book form. Price Reduced to $1.75

Assistant Surgeon in London University College printed matter, and $1.50 printed matter om

Hospital, who first employed it in a fistula of the Postage Free. W. A. Townsend, 177, Broad

cheek with success, and read, on the 22nd of New York.

April, 1851, before the Royal Society, a memoir

"On the Employment of the Heat of Electricity ¢W #5trutntu.
in Practical Surgery." In 1854, Dr. Marshall

made known the result of his subsequent investiga- We give below a cut of a new steel

tions before the North London Medical Society, measure, manufactured by G. M. Eddy &

establishing three classes of indications for the em- of Brooklyn, N.Y. We have seen and

ployment of electric cauterization- it for ourselves, and we feel quite certain it will

1st. For the destruction of soft parts. found not only exeedingly useful, but also

2nd. For the cauterization of fistulas or sinuses. serviceable as a tape measure.

3 rd. For obtaining contraction of relaxed walls s
of passages.

In 1852, Nelaton made his opinion known in

the Gazette des Hospitaux. About this time Mr.

Hilton, the Surgeon of Guy's Hospital removed a

vascular tumor, of the size of a crown piece, situ- ,3

ated behind the ear, in the case of an infant of two St

months. In 1853, Amussat made known to the h th

Academy of Sciences of Paris the resuit of bis The easuremefts are marked in Engitsh

researches, of which this memoir is an embodi- on one side of the ribbon, and French ne o

ment. To all of our brethern conversant with the the other. This will be of advantage to theS do

French language, we would strongly recommend a wish to make themselves familiar with the i

perusal of the work, as also his brochure on Stric- system. It is well constructed and not

tures. get out of order. Price, i metre, $.5Oo

metres, $1.75; 2 metres, $2. I
A CENTURY OF AMERICAN MEDICINE, by Drs. -----

Clark, Bigelow, Gross, Thomas and Billings. Phila- eUaVrriago, and

delphia: H. L. Lea. Toronto: Willing & Williamson. -C

On the 7th uit , the wife of Dr. Buc
WALSH'S PHYSICIANS' CALL BooK AND TABLET. r.

-A copy of the above visiting list has just been onthe of ar.augbte

received. It differs fron other physicians' visiting daughter. ty
lists in having space for the No. and street, in ad- daugtey

dition to the name of the patient; an erasable tablet; On the 27 th uilt., J. H. CAMERON, M.B•, S jé ï

list and doses of important remedies &c., &c. The Hon. M. C. Cameron, Q.C., to ELIZABE10to tir

size is also very convenient for the pocket. It daughter of H. H. Wright, M.D., of Toroil Ivt

very much resembles the ordinary wallet. Price t,

$1 50. Address, Dr. Walsh, 227 Four-and-a-half On the 2hth utt., Dr. O. T. HEAR'f

Street, Wasbington, D.C. Dunnville, Ont., to BELLA, only daughter
Pr sin Ds VI N L Case BookMurray, Esq., of Toronto.

THE PHYSICIAN'S VISITING LiST, Case Book, On the 13th ult., Dr. JOSEPH MoOeF' o

Obstetric Record, Vaccination List, Cash Book, herst, Nova Scotia.

Adresses, &c., with list of poisons and their anti- On the 18th uit., Dr. PADFIELD, o

dotes. By Win. Oldright, M.A., M.D. : Toronto: Ont.

Wm. Warrick. Price $1.25.
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PURE COD-LIVER OIL,
kailufactured on thelSea-Shore, by HAZARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Livers.

%i'tUniversal demand for Cod-Liver void of color odor, and favor-having a
at can be depended upon as strictly P bland, fIsh-like, and, to most persons, notd scientifically prepared, having unpleasant taste. It is so sweet and pure

%,w 0ng felt by the Medical Profession that it can be retained by the stomach
re induced to undertake its manu- when other kinds fail, and patients soon

at the Fishing Stations. where the become fond of it.
%dle brought to land every few bours. The secret of making good Cod-Liver
tjithe Livers consequently are in great Oil lies in the proper application of the

.tion' proper degree of heat; too much or too
%'8hOil is manufactured by us on the littie will seriously injure the quality.ore, with the greatest care, froin Great attention to cleanliness is abso-
>!thealthy Livers, of the Cod only, lutely necessary to produce sweet Cod-

ut the aid of any chemicals, by the Liver Oil. The rancid Oil found in the
process and lowest temperature market is the make of manufacturers who
the Oil can be separated from are careless about these matters.

eells of the Livers. It is nearly de-
Prof. Parker, of New York, says: " I have tried almost every other manufacturer's Oil, and give yours the decided preference.
prof. Hays, State Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of it, says: "It is the best for foreign or domestic use."

4 fter years of experimenting. the Medical Profession of Europe and America, who have studied the effects of different Cod-
br Oils, have unanimously decided the light straw-colored Cod-Liver Oil to be far superior to any of the brown Oils.

'The Three Best Tonics of the Pharmacopœia: IRON-PHOSPHORUS-CALISAYA.
4 eetAIWELiL, HAZARD & Co. also call the attention of the Profession to their preparation of the above estimable Tonics,
I(f nbined in their elegant and palatable Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark. a combination of thé Pyrophosphate
%o ' and Calisaya never before attained, in which the nauseous inkiness of the Iron and astringency of the Cahsaya are over-
khd 'Without any injury to their active tonic principles, and blended into a beautiful Amber-colored Cordial, delicious to the taste
4ç».recceptable to the most delicate stomach. This preparation is made directly from the ROYAL CALISAYA BARK, not

ALKAL<JIDS OR TREIR SALTS-beinz unlike other preparations called " Elixir of Calisaya and Iron," which are sim ply an
S Of Quinine and Iron. Our Elixir can be depended upon as being a true Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Iron. Each des-5DOonfui contains seven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Bark, and two grains Pyrophosphate of Iron.
to eero-Phosphorated Blixir of Calisaya Bark with Strychnia.-This preparation contains one grain of Strychnia added

%eh pint of our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatly intensifying its tonic effect.
4 »elsro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya with Bismnth, containing eight grains Ammonio-Citrate of Bismuth in each

-spoonful of the Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark.
0ASWELL, HAZARD à 0O., CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS, New York.

ýWiday, Wedding, or Birthday Present. 'THE LONDON HOSPITAL
AUTOMATIC CRYSTAL FOUNTAIN. MEDICAL COLLEGE.

Slf-Acting; Rquiring no Pressure of Water.

Blue Glass Basin and Globes,
mounted on a Golden-Bronze Stand-
ard, with Polished Marble Base. The London Hospital situated in the east end

No springs, weights, or hidden of London in the immediate vicinity of the
mechanism, but a simple law of
hydrostatics practically applied. Docks, contains 8oo beds, and is the

The apparent absence of motive
power excites general wonderment LARGEST GENERAL HOSPITAL
and surprise.

Always reliable, and in order, in the United Kingdom,
A littie Cologne added to the water

makes it a delightful Canadian and American graduates are admitted to
Perfume Fountain' Perpetual Practice, Medical and Surgical,

at slight expense, as the water is used
over and over again. including Dresserships for

Height to top of Basin, 21 in.
riCe Complete, $15.

More elaborate styles furnished; also Q TEN CUlINE AS. -M
Fountains for Garden or Lawn upon same

princip. Ads for CT , Apply to the Secretary, Medical College, London
JI Bow cr Sireet,

BOSTON, MASS. Hospital, Mile End, London, E.

SAgents; btcaceo h season; BRIGHÂM HÂLLpMOS, BRIGHAM HALL.
the Rhine, On the Susquehanna, Off Boston Light, Old Oaken

t44 ' ite Mountains, Niagara Falls, Newport, Saratoga, Virgin CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK.
o Beatriee, Snow Storm, American Fruit, Pier at Calais. Passau

e DanubeC ; also 9x11 Chromos, on black or white mounts, floral AN ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE OF THE PRIVATE CLASS,
e cards, Sunday school cards, statuary, mottoes, black ground INCORPORATED BY SPECIAL ACT IN x859.

also, frames and Agents' supplies at very bottom prices
* 0 ars free. Illustrated Catalogue on receipt of stamp. Send for Inquiries may be addressed to

.tei J. LATHAM & CO., 419 Washington St., Boston, head- DR D R- BURREZL,for Foreign and Anerima Chromes. DR
2esident pyeoien.
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THE IMPROVED
TRO MME RS FTIJ

0F J
This Extract is prepared fromt the best Canada Barley Malt, by an improved process whichprevents in3ury to its properties by exce88 of heat. It is less than half as expensive as the

foreign extract; it is also more palatable, convenient of administration, and will not ferment
Attention iA lnvited to the following analysis of this Extract as given by S. H. Douglas, Prof. of Chemistry, UNIVE'SITY ti MICHIGAN, Ann Arbor:

G" TROMMER EXTRACT OF MALT CO.:-I enclose herewith my analysis of your EXTRACT OF MALT: Malt SUg6(Glucose), 46.1; Dextrine, Hop-bitter, Extra3tive Matter; 23.6; Albuminous Matter (Diastase), 2.469; Ash-Phosphat1.712 ; Aikaliee, .377 ; Water, 25.7. Total, 99.958.

I n comparing the above analysis with that of the Extract of Malt of the GERxAN PHArxAcoPoeA, as given by H1
gthat ha. heen so generally received by the profession, I find it to substantially agree with that article.

"Yours truly, " SILAS H. DOUGLAS,
"Prof. of Analytical and Applied Cbemistry.This invalable preparation is highly recommended by the medical profession as a most effective therapeutic agent forthe restoration of delicate and exhausted constitutions. It is very nutritious, being rich in both muscle and fat-produciEmaterials.

By many American physicians, and among others by such foreign authorities (German, French, and Englisb) *Niemeyer, Trousseau, and Aitken, the Malt Extract is extolled in the treatment of impaired. difficult and "'irritabledigestion, loss of appetite, sick beadache, chronic diarrhœa, cough, bronchitis, asthma, consumption, the debilityfemales, and of the aged, in retarded convalescence from exhausting diseases, and indeed most al] depressing maladie"'in wbicb it bas been found very sustaining and strengthening, and admirably adapted for building up and invigoratiD thesystem. It is often well borne by the stomach when every kind of food is rejected, thus actually sustaining life.Tbe presence of a large proportion of Diastae renders it most effective in those forme of disease originating in i0Poefect digestion of the starcky elententa of food. 
iA single dose of the Improved Trommer's Ertract of Malt contains a larger quantity of the active properties of Enathan a pint of the best ale or porter; and not baving undergone fermentation, is absolutely free from alcohol and carbojacid.

The dose for adulte is from a dessert to a tablespoonful tbree times daily. It is best taken after meals, pure, or wo ewith a gla8s of milk, or in water, wne, or any kind of spirituous liquor. Each bottle contains ONE AND ONEPOUNns of tbe Extract. Price $1 00.
In addition to the Extract of Malt with Hops, the attention of physicians Is invited to the following combinationOIm d 'y A

TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT,
FERRATED.

Each dose contains four grains of the Pyrophosphate ofIron. Particularly adapted to cases of ansmia. Paic,
$1,00.

Improved

TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT,
WITH CITRATE OF IRON AND QUINIA.

Appropriate where Iron and Quinine are jointly indicated.
Very beneficial in the ansemic state folluwing autumnal
fovers, in chlorosis, enlarged spleen, carbuncles, boils, &c.
It is a pleasant tonic, the bitte, taste being very effectually
disguised. Each dose contains four grains of the Citrate ofIron and Quinia. PaLcE, $1.50.

Improved

TROMMERS EXTRACT OF MALT
with HYPOPHOSPHITES.

Far superior to any of the " Syrups " of Hypophosphites,
and invaluable in ansemia, scrofutous, tubereulou, aud othercacheetic conditions. In the various affections to wbicb sero-fulous children are liable, as marasmus, rachitis, caries of
the spine, &c., it is very efficacious. Tnis combinatton le,in certain cases, even more efficient ir exhaustion from unduelactation than the Extract of Malt with Hope. Parce, $1.50.

Improved

TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT,
with the IODIDES OF IRON and MANGAN14

The experience of the late Sir J. Y. Simpson and otb
in the use of this combination of salts bas been fully confiro
by more recent experience. Particularly recommended 1
ansemia dependent upon scrofula, phthisis, cancer, the syPlitie dacbexy, enlarged spleen, and in eblorosis wbore
alne bas failed. ach dose contains one grain eah Of
lodides of Iron and Manganese. Paios, $1.60.

Improved

TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT,
with ALTERATIVES.

Bacn dose contains the proper proportions of the odide Of
Calcium and Iron, and of tbe Chlorides and BrýonideS
Magnesium, S'dium, and Potassium. This combinatiobo5

the most pûtent alteratives with tonics and restoratives
been succesefully employed in the different forms of dis
dependent upon the " modified serofulous diathese" dgeneral perverted gland ular action, disease of the boceS
cartilages, catarrhal affections of the eye, ear, and ns-
pharytrgeal mucous surfaces, eczematous, and other 0rneous eruptione, in rheumatie arthritis, scrofulous rb0
tiem, &o. Paies, 81.50.

PREPARED BY

TROMMEP'S EZTEACT OF LLT 00,
011IMO , O ndo.For Sale by Wholesale Druggists throughout the United States and Canada. i

or
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Established 1846.

B. A. MITCHELL & SON,
114 Dundas Street West, North Side,

LONDON, ONT.

We beg leave to draw the attention of the Physicians of Ontario to our preparations of

Tinctures, Elixirs, Fluid Extracts and Syrups,
Which we warrant as good if not superior to American preparations which flood our markets. Our laboratory is managed
Y a practical chemist, who is also a graduate of medicine, and knowing the wants of the profession we ask for a share of

their patronage, knowing that our goods will compare with any, not only in regard to quality but in price. Physicians
Wil conter a favour by calling on us vhen in London. Correspondence promptly attended to; private formulas prepared.
We also have in stock a full line of

Trusses, Elastic Goods, Shoulder-braces, Supporters, Surgical Instruments,
At New York prices.

Gr Send for quotations; price-list and catalogue sent to any address.

GEORGE TIEMANN & O,
A. STOHLMANN. ESTABLIBEED 1826. ED. PFARRE

67 CHATHA STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUPACTURERs AND IMPORTERS OF

ýRGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
Apapatus for Fractures, DIslocatIons and Deformities,

Lastt Instruments for Local Ansesthesia, and for Appliea.

tiOns to the Larynx, Posterior Nares, Eustachian Tube,

Uterus, Urethra, Bladder, &c., &c. Laryngoscopes,
Ophthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermic Sy-

ringes, Fever Thermometers, &c. Surgical

Instruments of all kinds made to order,

and the Latest Improvements and

Novelties promptly supplied.

TWO SILVER MEDALS AWARDED
BY TED

ARIS EXPOSITION OF 1867,
BEING THE ONLY SILVER MEDALS GRANTED TO

4 n1Ierican Exhibitors of Surgical Instruments

CUTLER'S
POCKET INHALER

be AND

Carbolate of Iodine Inhalants
REMEDY for aIl NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-
eases, affording relief in some cases in a few minutes.

This instrument is gotten up on an entirely new principle,
and is well adapted to the treatment of all those diseases of
the air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It is endorsed
by many leading practitioners, and commends itself to all
desiring an apparatus.

Dr. Geirge Hadley, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy
in the University of Buffalo, in a carefully considered report
upon its merits, concludes in these words:

" On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me, to acoomplish its
purposes, by novel, yet by the most simple and effectual
means ; to be philosophical in conception, and well oarried
out in the execution.''

Always ready, no danger of breaking or spilling, besides
being as safe and efficient in the hands of the novice as the
adept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may be carried about the
person as handily as a pencil case, and used regardless of
time or place. Patented in the United States, England and
Canada. Over 60,000 now in use in this country.

Price $2, ineluding Inhalant for two monthe' use. Neatly
ut up and sent by mail free, on receipt of price. Extra
otles of Inhalant, 50c. Liberal discount to the trade.

Kept by ail druggists. Send your address and receive our
descriptive circular, post-paid.

W. H. SMITH & Co.,
402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Samples to Physicians fris by mail on reoeipt of $1.
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Electrical Instruments for Medical Use.
We respectfully refer to the following Eminent Physicians:

BOSTON.
Prof. Francis Minot, M.D.
H. H. A. Beach. M.D.

CHICAGO.
Prof. N. S. Davis, M.D.
Prof. James S. JeweIl, M.D.

DETROIT.
Prof. Theo. A. McGraw, M.D.
Prof. James F. Noyes, M.D.
Prof. Albert B. Lyons, M.D.
Prof. Leartus Connor, M.D.

ST. LOUIS.
Prof. J. K. Bauday, M.D.
Piof. Jas. B. Johnson, M.D.

NEW YORK CITY.
Prof. W. A. Hammond, M.D'
Prof. Lewis A. Sayre, M.D.
Poof. James R. Wood, M.D.

PHILADELPHIA.
Prof. Robert E. Rogers, M.D'Prof. B. Howard Rand, M D.

CANADA.
Dr. Theo. Mack, M.D., St. Ca-

tharines.
Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D., Kingst'
Dr. John R. Dickson, M D.P

Kingston.
Dr. B. H. Lemon, M.D., Tho

rold.
Drs. Orton & Alexander, M.D.

Fergus.
Dr. A. Wolve rton, M.D., HaBs'

ilton.
Dr. J. Fulton, M.D., Toronto,

Galvano-Faradic Manufacturing Companyr,
167 EAST 34th STREET, NEW VORK.

FOR SALE BY LYMAN BROS., TORONTO. Send for Catalogue, with a concise and practical Guide for their 110

F. G. OTTO & SO N S,
(Successors to OTTO & REYNDERS.)

MANUFACTURERS & IMPORTERS OF
Surgical Instruments and Orthopedical Appliances,

THE PATENT SPIRAL SPRING RING PESSARY.
The engraving below shows the manner of manufacturing the Ring Pessary. In a spiral spring of brass wire about eight coils of thi"rounded whalebone are inserted, which is bound loosely by the spiral spring, thus allowing the voils of whalebone to revolve &round theor'

selves, giving, as will readily be seen, more elasticity than they would were they bound tightly by a soft wire of any material, the endsspring are then screwed together, and the whole covered with soft rubb er of exceedin gly smooth surface. We manufacturein the sbol'manner the Bow Pessary, Albert Smith's and all other shapes. Manufactured only ym

F. G. OTTO & SOINS, 64 CHATHAM ST.REET, NEW YORWK¶.

F. G. Otte & Sona' Patent Trus. Pad.

WARRANTED
NOT TO BREAK.

Cannot be surpassed
FOR

ELASTICITY
AND

DURA BILITY.

For Sale by

DRUGGISTS
AND

INSTRUMENT

DEÀLERS.

i
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
I& nIc AIL. conLmC,

CITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSIONS 0F 1876-77.

T1E COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a Preliminary Autumnal Term, the Regular Winter Semion,
and a Summer Session.

THE PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1876-77 will commence on Wednesday, September 13, 1876,
&"d continue until the opening of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, consisting of didactic lectures ontPecial subjects, and daily clinical lectures, will be given as heretofore, by the entire Faculty. Students designing to
attend the Regular Session are strongly recommended to attend the Preliminary Term, but attendance during the latter
> not required. Due ing the Preliminary Term, clinical and didactic lectures will be given in prcisely the same number ana

der as in the Regular Session.

THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, September 27, 1876, and end about the lit of March
1877.

ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M. D., Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and President of the College.
JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., Emeritus Prof. of Surgery.
FORDYCE BARKER, M. D., Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women.

AUSTIN FLINT, M. D., Prof. of the Principles and Practice of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.
W. H. VANBUREN, M. D., Prof. of Principles and Practice of Surgery with Diseasesof the Genito-Urinary Bystem and Clinical Buvg.ry.
LEWIS A. SAYRE, M. D., Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery, Fractures and Dislocations, and Clinical Surgery.
ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D., Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery.
WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D., Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and Clinical Midwifery.
EDMUND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D., Prof. of Gynæcology.
WILLIAM M. POLK, M. D., Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutices, and Clinical Medicine.
AUSTIN FLINT, Ja., M. D., Prof. of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.
PLPHEUS S. CROSBY, - .1D, Prof. of Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.
I. OGDEN DOREMUS, M. D., LL.D., Professor of Chenistry and Toxicology.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Prof. of Pathological Anatony and Histology, Diseases of the Nervous System and Clinival Medicine.

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARMMENTS, ETC.

HENRY D. NOYES, M. D., Professor of Opthalmology and Otology.
JOHN P. GRAY, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.
EDWARD L. KEYES, M. D., Professor of Dermatology, and adjunct to the Chair of Principles of Surgery, et*.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Professor of Practical Anatomy. (Demonstrator of Anatomy.)
LEROY MILTON YALE, M.D., Lecturer Adjunet upon Orthopedic Surgery.
A. A. SMITH M. D,. Lecturer Adjunct upon Clinical Medicine.

thA distinctive feature of the method of instruction in this College is the union of clinical and didatic teachi . Ali
lectures are given within the Hospital grounds. During the Regular Winter Session, in addition to four 'idaetic

1ectu1res on every week-day, except Saturday, two or three hours are daily allotted to clinical instruction.
The Spring Session will consist chiefly of Recitations from Text Books. This term continues from the first of

arch to the first of June. During this Session there will be daily recitations in all the Departments, held by a corps of
earniners appointed by the regular Faculty. Regular clinics are also given in the Hospital and College Building.

Fees for the Regular Session.

Fees for Tickets to aIl the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Term, including Clinical Lectures............3140 00
Martriculation Fee...........- -- --..... ....................... ...... ....... 5 00
Demonstrator's Ticket (including material for dissection).................................. 10 00
Graduation Fe@...........---- .--------.- :. ............... ....- ••........................................... 30 00

Fees for the Spring Session.

Matriculation (Ticket good for the following Winter)..................... .... •..............$ 5 0
Recitations. Clinics, and Lectures ..... .............................................. .. .............. 35 00
Diseecting (Ticket good for the followingWinter)...............................................1000

Students who have attended two full Winter courses of Lectures nay be examined at the end of their second course upon
Afteria Medica, Physology, A notomy, and Chemistry, and, if successful, they will be cxamined at the end of thir third

seon Practice of Medicine, .Surgery, and Obstetrics only.

Por the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other information, addreu

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR.,
S.eretary Blevue Hespital Meical Colle.
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Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, freo from headache, roi ief from pain and anguishto calmn and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, and

regulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply of that
marvellous remedy dis3covered by Da. J. CoLLIS BROWNE (lato Medical Staff), to which he gave
the name of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful anc valuable remedy everditscovered.

CHLORODYNE is admitted by the Profession to be the most- wonderful and valuable remedYever discovered.
CHLORODYNE is the best remedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.
CHLORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria Fevef,

Croup, Ague.
CHLORODYNE acts like a charm in Diarrhea, and is the only s ecifio in Choiera and DysenterY . l
CHLORODYNE effectually cuts short ail attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spasins- uCHLORODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Toothach'

Meningitis, &c.
Extract from Indian Economist.

"We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and eorroborated by 0ursubsequent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Fever immensely superior toeQuinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is 7properly appraised in India. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. Were medio'
mon but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatment of tiwthirds of the diseases to which children are subject. Its curative power is simply amazing."

"Earl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that ho had received a despatch from Her Majesty's Con 11
at Manilla, to the effect that Chilera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service was CHLOR0'DYNE."-See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.

From W. VESALIU1 PETTIGREW, M.D., Hon. F.R.C.S., England.
Formerly.Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine."I have no heoitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have never met with any medicine so 00clous as an Anti-Spasmodio and Sedative. I have tried it in Consumption, Asthma, Diarrha, and other diseases, and 0mont perfectly satislied with the resulte."

From Dr. THoMAs SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.
I will thank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the most effiacius remedy I ever used, affording relief in violent attacks of Spasms within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who has suffered for

years with periodical attacks of Spasme of a most painful nature, and unable to ob ain relief from other remedies, such af
opium, &c., finds nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne.''

From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & Co., Hornoastle.
"We have made pretty extensive use of Chlorodyne in our practice 1-tely, and look upon it as an excellent dirt l

Sedmtive and Anti-Spasmodia. It seems to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, and from whatever cause.induces a teeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seems to possess this great advhtg
over ail other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effects."

From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.
"It is without doubt, the mont valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.
CAUTION.-The extraordinary medical reports on the effmeacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importance thStthepublic should obtain the genuine, wbich bears the words " Dr. J. Collin Browne's Chlorodyne."Vice-Chancellor Woo stated that Dr. J. C'LLis BaowNs was undoubtedly the Inventor of CHLORODYNE: that

whole story of the Defedant, FRUXAN, was deliberately untrue.
Lord Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate mierepresel tat ordof the decision of Vice.Chancellor Wood.
Chemista throughout the lan: confirm this decision that Dr. J. 0. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORODYNE.
Sold.in Bottles at 1s led., 2s 9d., 4s 6d., each. None genuine without the words "Dr.. '

COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE " on the Government Stamp. Overwhelming Medied
Testimony accompanies each boule.
SOLE MANUFACTURER-J T. DAVENPORT, 33 GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOoMsBURY,
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IMENRY qf. RoffE,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-CoR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.

he following prices of a few of the leading requirements of the profession will serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject to
qe5t fluctuations, quality being esteemed of the first importance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept ini 8 oz bottles, and the price~.1 ncludes the bottle. rr' Terms Cash less 5 per cent. discount. Corrected to Jan. 1st, 1877.

'cCarbolic.. .... .. .. .. .O.
Sulph. Ar..........8 oz. bot.

& ydrocyan .. .. ... ... .1
th o . Carb..... . . .. .. .. lb.

er, Nit.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 8 oz. bot.
C Sulph..............

le Co............
& . Pot. Tart........... oz.

nti Nit. fus.. .......
i Copaib..........8 oz. bot.

te0n th, Car.............. OZ.xalas............
H3 rate ..........

4 'oyne ....... ... c

et rform............ b.

0 Sulv...............
hx tt .. ... . ..... lb.

adon .... .... .... oz.
c 0ocynth OZ......

leentian...........
8 Yosciam, Ang.
arza Co., Ang..
ucis Vom.. ..... ....

P araxacum.........
Su. chu.. ... d.e .... .

du e na. . . . . . . ..

nulvA oes 80c..»..........

Qly cacia, p v..........
p eu ............. lb.

et Quin. Cit..
um,, Citoph s.. .... ..... ".

rRedact.. .. .. .. .. .. .. "drarg, Chlor .........
C Creta........ ..

o 07
0 20
0 23
0 25
0 22
o 33
0 28
o 08
1 30
0 55
0 20
0 30
0 13
0 15
1 40
0 50
o 15
1 25
0 20
0 12
0 05
0 20
0 30
o 75

007
o 50
0 30
0 90
1 10
o 60
0 30
0 12
0 65
o 18
o 15
0 10
0 07

os.

oz. bot.

oz. bot.
oz.

"i
"i

lb.

"d

oz.

lb.grogs."
"
"e
"o
lb.

gross,

lb."l
"
"e
"i
"

"

OZ.

0 c.

0 24

0 20
0 40
0 28
1 30
0 17
0 20
400
4 00
0 15
o 25
0 30

o 800 75
0 30
0 30
0 38
0 30
0) 45
1 00
0) 30
0 35
0 40
0 25
0 60
0 35
0 85
3 25
0 75
1 00
2 60
2 25

3 26

ltAfoul assortînent o! Trusses, Shoulder Braces, supporters, &c., &,a h oetrts ragmnt aebe aefracntz
1
P3eialVccn-cb, $2;- Haif-Scaba. 81. Enemas from 75c. ,a h oetrts ragmnshv enmd o osa

. MARTIN'S COW-POX VIRUS
&b8Olutely, Pure Non-Humanized Vaccine Virus,

Obtained by the method of

TRUE ANIMAL VACCINATION,

tstituted by Prof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, from the
ne case of Spontaneous Cow-Pox at Beaugency, innce, and inaugurated in America in September, 1870, by

enry A. Martin, with virus and autograph instructions
the hand of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment in by far
argest and most perfect in the world.

IVORY "LANCET" POINTS, PACKAGES OF
10 ................................. $2.00.

1'IU1ARY CRUSTS (SCABS), MOST CAREFULLY
SELECTED......................$5.00.

toAll Virus is fully warranted efficient. It will be packed
te' With perfect safety by mail. Full directions for use
to'Pany each package. Remittances muet accompany

r. Safe delivery of Virus insured.

. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Boston Highlands, Mass.

E87ABLISHED 1886. NE W YORK7
INTERNATIONAL EXIBTION, PHIL., L8;6,

A& W-A T;ý2D
For " General Excellence lu Manufacture."

Hl. PLA 'EN & SON.
224 William Street.

GELATINE CAPSULES.
OF ALL KINDS. AL.So,

Empty Capsules (5 Sizes).
New Preparations added continually. Samples and Price-Ists senton application.

commutation Rates
FOR 1877.

T HE following periodicals will be furnished with the
LANCET for one year at the following rates:

CANADA LANCET and
London Lancet, Reprint................$6 50
New York Medical Journal.............. 6 25
Braithwaite's Retrospect................ 5 00
American Journil of Obstetrics.......... 7 oo
Medical Times, Philadelphia (Semi-mo.).. 6 oo

Wekle.:-Medical & Surgical Reporter, Philadelphia 7 oo
Medical & Surgical Journal, Boston ...... 7 oo
Lindsay & Blakiston's Visiting List (twenty-

five patients)...................... 4 00
Do. Do. (5o patients) ........ 4 25

&c. &c. &c.
Application for Specimen Copies of any of the above should be ad.

dressed to the publishers of each journal respectively, to whom also
requests for missing numbers muet be made.

gg The amount of subscription in advandce must in al cases accom.
pany the order.

Rad. Rhel. pulv .. .... .... .. lIb.
Santonine................. oz.
Soda Bicarb.. ............. b

" Potass. Tart.. . .
Spir. Camphor.. .. .. .... 8 oz. bot.

Ammon. Co .......... "e
Syr. Aurant............

Codeia ............
Ferri Iod...... ....

" Strych. Phos. Co.. ..
Hypophos............ "i
Phosph. Co.........
Senega...........
Seille............

Tinct. Aconit..........
Arnica............
Calumb...........
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Cardam. Co ..........
Catechu ..............
Cinchon Co.
Colch. Sem.........
Digital................
Ergot... .. .. .. .... .. · "
Ferri Perchlor........
Gentian Co............
Hyosciam.........

" lodine ............
" Nucis Vom........ .

"VOai ............. .. "'Rhei C '
"l Valer "
" Verat Vir ............ oz.

Un . Hyd. Nit.. ........ b.
Zinci.... .. .. .....

Vin. Ipecac...... .. 8 oz. bot.ciAntim.............. f

lodine, resub .... .... .. ..
Jalapin..................
Lin. Saponis........ ... 8
Liq. Ammon............

" Arsenic............
" Bismuth...........

Donovan.............
OpiiSed.. .......
Potassa..............

Mist. Ferri Co...... ... 8
Moph. Sul...............

Mur..............
01. Crotonis.. ........
" Jecoris Asselli.
" Olive Opt..........

Opium.... ............
Powd..........

Pil. Aloes ..........
" et Ferri..
« Myr.........

Assafotid.........
Cath. Co., U. 8........
Hydrarg, Mass ........

" Subchlor. Co.
Rhel. Ca.............
Podophyllin, Co........

Plumbi Acet............
Potass. Acet............

" Bicarb..........
Bromid..........

" Iodid...........
PuIv. Creta Co.. ........

"p C Opio.........

« Ca .. .. .. .... .
« ·apa .... .. .... ..

Quine Sul............

8 c.
2 00
0 90
0 14
0 32
0 240 25
0 20
0 90
0 40
0 76
0 45
0 40
0 38
0 200 24
0 24
0 29
0 20
0 24
0 20
0 24
0 20
0 20
0 30
0 18
0 20
0 20
0 45
0 24
0 50
0 30
0 20
0 20
0 64
0 400 30
o 20
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UNIVERSITY OF TRINITY COLLEGE.

(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.)

'1'

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.-WINTER SESSION 1876-'77.

ACUL'T3r:
E. M. HODDER, M.D. F.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.S., Lond.; Dean of the Faculty, and Consulting

General Hospital and the Burnside Lying-in-Hospital.-159 Queen-st. West.
Prof. of Obstetrics, and Diseases of Women and Children.

Surgeon Torooto

NORMAN BETHUNE, B.A., M.D., Edin.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; J. E. KENNEDY, A.B., M.D; F.O.S. Lond. 68 John-st'
F.R.C.S., Edin. ; F.O.S., Lond.; Physician to To- Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.ronto General Hospital, and Burnside Lying-in-Hospital. aco198 Simcoe-st. W. H. ELLIS, M.A., M.B.; L.R.C.P., Lond. Instr

Prof. of Surgery and Clinical Surgery. in Chemistry, College of Technology.
WALTER B. GEIKIE, M.D., F.R.C.S., Edin.; L.R.C.P., P o tar uT o

Lond.; F.O.S., Lond.; Physician Toronto Gen. Hos- THOMAS KIRKLAND, M.A., Lecturar on Che
pital.-3 Fleming's Terrace, Elm-st. Botany, &o., Normal School.

Prof. of Principles and Practice of Medicine. Prof. of General Chemistry and Botany.

J. FULTON, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; L.R.C.P., Lond
303 Church-st. Physician to the Toronto General Hos
tal, Hospital for Incurables, and Hospital for Sick Ch
dren.
Prof. of Physiology and Institutes of Medicine.

W. COVERNTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S., Eng.
Prof. of Pathology and Medical Diagnosis.

JAMES BOVELL, M.D., L.R.C.P., Lond.
Emeritus Prof. of Pathology.

H. ROBERTSON, M.B. ; M.R.C.S., Eng.-24 Shuter-"'
Jil-l- Prof. of Anatomy-Descriptive and Surgiesl.

J. FRASER, M.D. ; L.R.C.S., Edin.; L.R.C.P., L0
Demonstrator of Anatomy.

A. J. JOHNSTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S. Eng., F.R.M.S.'
Pathologist to the Toronto General Hospital.

Microscopy.
FRED. Lx M. GRASETT, M.B., L.R.C.S., Edin; i

J. ALGERNON TEMPLE, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.S. Eng.; Physician totheflurnside Lying-in-UOOP''
Lond.; Physician to Toronto General Hospital, and the Toronto Lispensary.-151 King St., West-
Attending Physician Burnside Lying-in-Hospital.- Practic-- Surgery.
206 Simcoe-st.

Prof. of Medical Jurisprudence and Assistant Lecturer o NIVEN AGNEW, M.D.-Cor. Richmond and Bs t

Obstetries, &c. Sanitary Science.
The Session will commence on MONDAY, the 2nd of October, 1876, and continue for Six Months. The tiot

mil be delivered in the new College building, close to the Toronto General Hospital. Full information re5P* tbe
Lectures, Fees, Gold and Silver Medals, Scholarships, Certificates of Honor, Graduation, &c., will be given la
annual announcement.

B. M. HODDER, Dean. w. B. GeIKIE, secretary'


